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Abstract

Linear systems with GIS modification and the PLOAD model are applied in this research

to simulate the stream flow and water quality from non-point source pollution. The Manoa and

other watersheds are investigated and used to synthesize the model.

A unit impulse response function is developed to each watershed from the historical

rainfall-runoff data available from USGS gauging stations. The unit response function can be

used to predict the stream flow for the other storm events by superimposing it with the given

input (rainfall).

For watersheds where historical data is unavailable, the synthetic model can be a very

useful tool. The GIS tool available today makes it easier for hydrologists to correlate the

watershed properties and input-output hydrological parameters. It is proven that the synthetic

method can be used to develop a unit hydrograph for ungauged watershed.

Water quality parameters due to non-point source pollution are simulated in this research

with some modification from the PLOAD model. The simulation shows that the more intense

and longer duration events tend to produce more pollutant loading down stream and the first

flush from an event has a tendency to produce more pollutant loading than the rest of the

discharge as can be seen in the loading graph.

Keywords

Linear system, NPS, GIS tool, response function, loading graph, pollutograph, DEM,

delineation, buildup, wash off.



Chapter I

Introduction

One of the most difficult areas of environmental management is to control non-point

sources pollution (NPS), which comes from overland flow due to different land use. The main

input of the NPS to the environment is rainfall that produces runoff The runoff causes erosion

and flushes off some or all the contaminant overland. These pollutants eventually move into a

channel or receiving stream. Different land uses such as urban land, forest land, agriculture land,

and grass land affect erosion and pollutant flush-off over a watershed and thus the water quality

in the receiving water. According to the US environmental protection agency (USEPA), the

waste loading due to the NPS is now the main pollutant load to environment. Pollution sources

from agriculture are the leading factor controlling water quality in the lakes, streams and the

ocean (EPA, 2001). As a result, many research and development efforts were made to investigate

and find a way to manage non point source pollution to mitigate environmental degradation.

Point-source pollution from municipal and industrial wastewater treatment plants are

relatively easy to control and manage. The EPA has regulations and monitoring programs to

control point source pollution to maintain environmental quality. For NPS, treatment alone may

not solve the problem. Techniques of best management practices (BMP) are being developed to

deal with NPS problem (EPA, 2001).

Modeling analysis helps the decision maker select the most effective BMP to ensure good

water quality in the down stream/receiving water. To choose an appropriate model for any

particular study is not only an important step in modeling analysis, but also a challenging one

because many models are available. Modelers have to take into account several factors such as
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time constraints, resource constraints, expertise, and the purpose of the study to select the

appropriate model for their application.

In this particular research, the linear system model will be used together with the

geographical information system (GIS) approach in watershed analysis. The GIS approach can

be a very helpful tool for watershed hydrology modeling since the hydrological elements of a

watershed and associated pollutant transport phenomena are highly geographically distributed.

Therefore, the GIS can help to better estimate model parameters.

This modeling approach will be tested by comparing the results derived by a USEPA

model system BASINS, or Better Assessment Science Integrating point and Non-point Source

pollution. PLOAD, which is one of the models of BASINS, was applied and modified in this

research to estimate the water quality parameters from NPS.

Mathematical models can be formulated based on either a system approach or a

physically based approach. In watershed hydrology the system approach is commonly used.

Detailed discussion on these two modeling approaches is given in Chapter III.
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Watershed hydrology and modeling

Hydrological processes of a watershed can be illustrated by the idea of hydrological

cycle. Figure 1 show the hydrological process of a watershed where the precipitation is translated

into the stream flow and groundwater flow via overland flow and infiltration. Ultimately, the big

portion is discharged to the ocean. Along the movement, water evaporates and becomes cloud

and eventually back to land as precipitation.

The hydrological cycle has five major components as can be seen in figure 1:

Precipitation (P), evaporation and transpiration (evapotranspiration) (ET), infiltration (1), surface

runoff (R), and groundwater flow (G). Those five components are always the main subjects in a

hydrological study.

Hyd~plogic Cycle

Figure 1 Hydrologic cycle

Watershed studies however, deals with the surface runoff (R) and other aspect associated

with the surface runoff such as contaminant transport. Hydrograph approach has been widely
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used in translation of a part of the precipitation to the surface runoff In order to derive the unit

hydrograph of modeling purpose, the base flow separation is needed since the base flow was

happening long time ago and does not affected by the storm discharge directly. Therefore,

separation is important to know how much the total amount ofwater that generated directly from

the storm related. As can be seen from the figure 2 that the base flow consists the amount of

groundwater available and the total amount of infiltration from the storage

I ill :"111:1\\

1"]'
1·:'.1

lilA-
SlH',ltnUow

Figure 2 Distribution of precipitation input (From Viessman and Lewis, 2003)
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The unit hydrograph gives the relation of rainfall and runoff in terms of effective rainfall

and direct runoff The effective rainfall is obtained by subtract losses from total rainfall Losses

include evaporation, transpiration, and infiltration. The direct runoff is the difference between

the total stream flow and base flow, which comes from groundwater. The schematic of the

phenomenon of total rainfall and effective rainfall is explained in the following figure 3. Many

standard textbooks has used <I> index as a parameter to represent the total loss of the

precipitation. Mathematically can be written as:

ER = P-<I>.

Where:

ER = effective rainfall (in)

P = precipitation (in)

. (1)

<I> = Total loss = Evapotranspiration +Infiltration

Traditional unit hydrograph does not consider the phenomena of evaporation, infiltration,

and evapotranspiration. Most of the methods are based on the inverse method to compute the unit

hydrograph with given effective rainfall and direct runoff. By using the trial and error method in

computing the <I> index, the effective rainfall can be calculated based on given total stream flow

and base flow.

Effective
rainfall

P

<I> index

Time

Figure 3 finding the effective rainfall with <I> index method
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DR = total runoff-base flow (2)

With given the area of the watershed, the total depth ofdirect runoff can be estimated.

This direct runoff must be equal to the total effective rainfall. By knowing the total stream flow

and the beginning of precipitation, the average total amount ofbase flow can be estimated. As

can be seen from the figure 3 that the order of base flow magnitude is very lower than the direct

runoff in the order of hundreds or thousand cubic feet per second (cfs). Therefore, by separating

the base flow from the total stream flow due to an isolated storm will not affect very much the

analysis ofthe unit hydrograph.

Derivation of unit hydrograph from an
isolated storm

Baseflow
separation

A C

Total direct runoff of 1 4 in on
3 rril\2

-----_._----_ .. _----_ .. _'--~----------

700

i' 600

~ 500
CI)e» 400
eu 300
J:
CJ 200
.!c 100

O-/---,r-'---r---.----.---r----r-~-_,_-.,__--t,...._~-__r_-...,

1 2

I·

3 4 5 6 7 8
Time Units

Oreet runoff duration for the

9 10 11 12 13

.,
Figure 4 base flow separations for deriving of a unit hydrograph

The Unit hydrograph has been used in rainfall-runoff or water quantity analysis.

Previously, the purposes of unit hydrograph study were for flood forecasting, hydrological

design of flood control structures, and so forth. Nowadays however, the same approach can be
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used for water quality analysis. The following figure shows a storm rainfall will produce both

water quantity and quality. From the water quality management point ofview, the NPS has been

a major contribution of loading to receiving water. Figure 5 is explaining a watershed that

consists of sub-watershed with the stream and tributaries. All the transport of flow and

contaminant will ultimately discharge in the one outlet in the receiving water.

Figure 5 Watershed with receiving water in the outlet

Eventually, this research will produce both unit hydrograph and pollutograph that

characterize the watershed for a single event ofa storm. In other words, the unit hydrograph and

pollutograph are the response functions ofa watershed system.
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Figure 6 the response functions of the watershed model with linear system

Linear System modeling

Every system has characteristics. Some important characteristics as discussed by Singh

(1988) include:

• A system can be abstract or physical,

• Natural or devised system,

• Open-loop or closed-loop system, simple or complex system,

• Stable or unstable,

• Damped or un-damped system,

• Continuous time or discrete time variable,

• Casual or non-casual,
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• Time variant or time invariant and

• The system can be either linear or non-linear.

For example, in hydrology studies, the linear system approach is preferable to non-linear

since the result from the linear system is more direct than non-linear system. However, there is a

small error by linear simplification since real systems are non-linear (Eagleson, at aI, 1966).

Linear system was originally applied in electrical engineering and due to the ease of

using the linear system theory, now it has been used in many fields, including hydrology. Nash

(1959) was the pioneer of the linear system approach in hydrology and then Dooge (1973) and

Singh (1988). In watershed modeling and any other modeling, the linear system can be

approached as a black box model as shown in figure 2. Where the knowledge about physical

phenomena are not well understood (Liu, 1988).

Input (X) System
Operation

(H)

Output (Y)

Figure 7 System representations for input and output relationship (Adopted from Singh,
1988)

It is obvious from the schematic that the components of the system include: Input, output

and system operation or system impulse response function. Response function as a representation

of the system characteristic plays a vital role in converting the input system to the output system.

The system is linear if and only if the system follows the principle of superposition and as well

as time invariance (Dooge, 1973). Mathematically, the correlation between input and output can

be represented,

Q(t) =f: X(r).h(t - r).dr (3)
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Where Q (t) is the stream flow in m3/s, X (r) is the input function to the model and h (t- 't) is the

unit response function which will be represented by the IUH.

Equation (1) is defined in the time domain. By taking a Laplace transform, the equation

can be defined in a frequency domain or

Y=HX (4)

In which Y is the transformed output function of the system; X is the transformed input function

of the system and H is the transformed unit response function that represent the characteristics of

the system.

The linear systems models of watersheds on Oahu, Hawaii are developed and applied in

this study based on the historical record available. The instantaneous unit hydrograph (IUH),

which is the linear systems model of watershed rainfall-runoff process, is applied to translate the

rainfall into runoff. This IUH is also called the system-response function since it denotes

completely the system response to rainfall input. The IUH of a watershed system can be

determined by an inversion of system input (effective rainfall) and system output (direct runoff),

or black-box method. Alternatively, the IHU of a watershed system can be determined by first

assuming it taking a general form of a function such a triangle or a gamma distribution,

parameters of this function can then be correlated with watershed physical properties. This is

also known as a gray box model method since the modeler assumes partial knowledge of the

physical or chemical properties of the watershed. Finally, the IUH of a watershed can be

determined by a physically based or white-box method, in which the modeler assumes a

complete understanding of the physical and chemical properties of the watershed. The physically

based approach has limited applications because the physical and chemical properties of a

watershed system are too complex to handle (Dooge, 1973; Liu and Brutsaert, 1978).
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The principal objective of the research:

1. To develop the linear system model in both synthetic and traditional methods for both

water quality and quantity in any watershed

2. Apply the model to simulate water quality and stream flow due to the point and non point

source pollutants.

3. To use the synthetic model developed to estimate roughly the stream flow for East Timor

watershed.

The scope of this research

Watershed hydrology of five watersheds with active USGS gauging stations i.e. Waikele,

Waimea, Moanalua, Kaneohe, Waiawa and Kahana watersheds (Figure 3), are studied. IUH

functions of these watersheds are determined by using the gray-box methods with two different

techniques.

Five watersheds tor the area of study

,

+

_1Wslmea
_1Waikele_3 Wetewa

ii 4 MoanalU3
" ,- 5 Kaneohe

a MfIlOB..Jddo

Figure 8 Area of study interest on Oahu, Hawaii
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A stream flow hydrograph will be developed usmg both synthetic and traditional

methods. The synthetic unit hydrograph will be developed based on the physical parameters of

the watershed obtained with GIS software: Arc View 3.2 and ArcGIS 8.3. The traditional method

applies the Nash method that was developed in 1957.

This research is limited to estimating total suspended sediment (TSS) and total nitrogen

(TN) due to data and model applicability constraints.

This study also intends to apply this model to a watershed in East Timor since few

hydrological studies have been done for East Timor.
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Chapter II

Literature Review

A model is a mathematical representation of a very complex system (Winston and

Albright, 2000). It is used as an analytical tool in support of decision making in management

planning. Models are used when systems are too large or complicated making them difficult to

approach experimentally. Models would be unnecessary if every element in the system could be

tested experimentally. Even if experiments could be conducted, resource limitations could make

them unfeasible. Therefore, modeling is a very important tool to support decision making

although it is only an approximation.

Watershed

A watershed is defined as an area of natural or man-made lands which collects all the

water that falls due to gravity (black, 1996). A watershed approach in environmental

management was originally developed in the late 1960s, beginning with the Stanford model by

Professor Linsley. The Stanford model was only considering the water quantity produced from

precipitation. Later in 1980s the USEPA developed the HSPF model, which integrated some

other water quality parameters (constituents).

BASINS was developed in the early 1990's using ESRI and GIS software. BASINS is

one of the standard models in environmental assessment to support total daily maximum load

(TMDL) determinations in the United States (USEPA, 2001).

It is important to understand several factors in developing the watershed project study

including: the size of the watershed, slope, topography, vegetation cover, interflow, and channel
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storage. According to Wu (1969), Hawaiian watersheds have unique characteristics compared to

other watersheds in the continental United States. Each watershed has small size and a short

duration of rainfall making them suitable to modeling with the linear system concept (Wu and

Wang, 1969).

Unit Hydrograph Method

Historically, most of the hydrologists have relied on the unit hydrograph to convert the

rainfall volume into runoff (Viessman and Lewis, 2003) and it is still widely used today for the

study ofwater resources as well as pollution control. The unit hydrograph method was developed

by Sherman in 1932 with several basic assumptions:

1. The watershed is treated as a lumped-parameters system which implies that in a

watershed there is only one outlet. Therefore, it is very important to define the outlet of

the watershed for the development study.

2. The effective rainfall is homogeneous in the entire watershed. Consequently, this method

is suitable for a small watershed.

3. The hydrological pattern (stream flow and effective rainfall) follows the principle of

linear system and time invariance.

Sherman's method was a starting point of the unit hydrograph formulation and other unit

hydrograph development studies have always referred to this study.

Zoch (1934, 1936, and 1937) formulated a general physical theory of stream flow based on

assumption that the amount of the stream flow at any time in a watershed is proportional to the

amount of rainfall retained in the soil. He concluded that the time area concentration curve is

rectangular or triangular.
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Based on these earlier studies, Clark (1945) suggested that the unit hydrograph for

instantaneous rainfall can be derived by routing the time-area-concentration curve through a

single element of a linear reservoir. This approach was more physically based. GIS technology

was adapted to this model for estimating several physical parameters. Usul et al (2002) were

using the GIS delineator tool in Arcview 3.2 to estimate the time area contribution and the lag

time of a watershed in central Turkey.

Further development was done by Nash (1957) using two parameter estimates to represent

the watershed. He was using several identical linear reservoirs to estimate the instantaneous unit

hydrograph (IUH). The parameters that must be estimated to construct the IUH are total number

of the linear reservoirs and the reservoir coefficient which is identical for each reservoir.

In the early 1970s Googe introduced the system approach with the concept of linear

system application to the hydrologic investigation. From this effort, the concept of linear system

was developed and applied in hydrological as well as pollutant transport studies. Liu et aI, (1996

and 2001) applied the linear system theory to the river water quality analysis and solute transport

in the subsurface.

In the late 1990s, the geographical information system (GIS) was developed and has been

widely used in hydrological study, particularly in estimating of the spatial parameters for

constructing the unit hydrograph. Usul et al (2002) for example, were using the GIS tool to

estimate the parameters (i.e. Time area contribution, time of concentration) to construct the IUH

ofthe Clark method. Before that the HEC model was developed to estimate the flood hydrograph

and it has also been widely used in hydrological studies.
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The digital elevation model (DEM) is probably the mam use of the GIS format in

hydrological and water resource studies (Garbrecht and Martz, 1999). DEM is used to delineate

the watershed boundary and to create the stream network (ESRI, 2001).

Component of a unit hydrograph

The unit hydrograph has four major components that contribute to the volume of a unit

hydrograph as has been discussed by Viessman and Lewis (2003):

1. Surface runoff

This component refers to the amount of water that transports over soil surface and is the

portion of the water from the total precipitation that remains after infiltration,

evaporation, and interception. In many cases, especially for a small watershed, this part is

the direct runoff that contributes to the stream flow (Black, 1996).

2. Interflow

It is the portion of the water that infiltrates the soil surface downward to the upper soil

horizons and may flow into the stream channel. This part of the water can either flow

downward to the groundwater or come back to the stream channel to contribute to the

direct runoff. According to Black (1996), interflow is an issue in the watersheds that are

very large.

3. Groundwater flow

Often known as base flow, is a part of the rainfall that reaches the groundwater level and

recharges the groundwater resource.

4. Channel precipitation
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This part is the amount of rainfall that falls directly to the streams, rivers, and lakes. This

part can be an important factor for a big stream channel (Patra, 202)

Precipitation

Evapotranspiration

L Rainfall

Infiltration

Base flow

EffectiveI----___+.

Rainfall

Direct runoff

Total runoff

Figure 9 Schematic ofvarious runoff components (adopted from Dooge, 1973)

Beside those components, the unit hydrograph is also affected by several factors as has

discussed in detail by Viessman and Warren (2003):

1. Duration of rainfall

2. Rainfall intensity

3. Time of concentration

4. Size of the watershed

5. Vegetation cover
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Deriving unit hydrograph

Several methods are available to estimate the unit hydrograph for an excess rainfall over

a watershed. The most common way of deriving unit hydrograph is by using the stream flow data

for the gauge watershed or synthesizing the unit hydrograph from the watershed properties

(Viessman and Warren, 2003). For the storm hydrograph, it is advisable to use as many rainfall

records as possible in the study area to ensure the amount and distribution of rainfall in the entire

watershed.

For the available of rainfall-runoff data, the unit hydrograph is developed by

superimposing both rainfall and runoff data. If the rainfall and runoff data are not available, the

synthetic method is used to synthesize the unit hydrograph that represent the watershed (Patra,

2001).

Hydro-metrological

The hydrological modeling system needs an input function. The mam input of

hydrological modeling is precipitation which includes rainfall and snowmelt. More sophisticated

models, such as HSPF require additional data that affect the portion of precipitation that

translates into runoff. Example of this input data are solar radiation, maximum and minimum

temperature, soil moisture, wind speed, cloud cover and so forth.

For a tropical area like Hawaii, rainfall is the main input to the model. Excess rainfall is

defined as the amount of rainfall that produces direct runoff (Viessman and Warren, 2003).

Rainfall data usually is recorded at a rain gauge and ideally a watershed should have as many

gauges as possible to give a clear representation of the aerial distribution (Patra, 2002).
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Non point source pollution loading

Before the 1980 the main water quality analysis was focused on point source pollution

problems concerning loadings from outfalls of industrial and municipal wastewater treatment

plants (Novontny and Chesters, 1981). The importance of non-point source pollution has

become a water quality management issue since 1987 when a US congressional report indicated

that the nation's remaining water quality problems are largely attributable to pollution from non

point sources and the discharge of toxic substances (United States General Accounting Office,

1989 ).

Non-point source water pollution is a runoff related problem. In other words, if there

were no runoff, there would not be any non-point source pollution problem. According to

Novontny and Chesters (1983) non-point source pollutants have several characteristics

differentiating it from point source pollution:

1. Non-point source enter the surface water from a hydrological event (rainfall-runoff) in a

diffuse manner

2. Non-point pollution generally can not be monitored from a point of origin, and it is

difficult to estimate its point of origin, so it is more difficult to quantify and control

compared to point source pollution

3. Non-point source pollution can not be measured in terms of effluent limitation

4. The most common and economical techniques in both rural and urban zones to control

non-point pollution are land management practice and conservation by BMP

Non-point source pollutant can be classified into two major parts based origin of the pollutant

generated (Langhammer, 1997). Rural non-point sources are mainly related to the agriculture

practices which use fertilizes pesticides and nutrients. The transport of those pollutants is
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affected by the soil type, climate, management practice, and topography. In some rural areas,

such as East Timor, non-point pollution is mainly soil erosion due to the loss of vegetation in

the uplands (Metzner, 1979). This deforestation issue has become the main national

environmental problem in East Timor (Nunes, 2003).

Urban non-point source on the other hand, refers to the pollutants from street litter

accumulation, abrasion of road surface by traffic, construction activities, and so forth. The urban

land uses such as residential, industrial, commercial have been reported to transport several

dangerous contaminants that have affected human health, examples being lead, zinc, asbestos,

PCB, oil and grease (Novontny and Chesters, 1983).

These different sources with the different contaminants require different management

practices to mitigate environmental degradation. Rural and urban areas often require different

treatment practices.

Compared to the rural areas, the contaminants transported from urban areas have relatively

greater impact on the environment. Novontny and Chesters (1983) mentioned that the sediment

yield from the urban area is extremely high, reaching the order of 50,000 tons/year/km2
; while

the rural area is only about 100-4000 tons/yer/km2
.

Magnitude and comparison of non-point sources

Since the clean water act was launched in the early 1970s, almost all of the pollutants

from point sources have been controlled and the water quality has improved. Now attention has

moved to non-point source loading. According to the EPA (1996), NPS has become the main

source of loading to the receiving waters such as lakes, river, and ocean. The overall magnitude

of non-point source is given by the Novontny and Chesters (1983):
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1. Over 4 billion tons of sediment is delivered annually into rivers and streams in the United

States and almost 50% ofthis amount is from agricultural land use.

2. Non-point sources contribute roughly 80% of the total nitrogen load and more than 50%

ofthe phosphorous load into receiving water.

3. Agricultural and urban runoff may contain large quantities of toxic metal, pesticides, and

other organic chemicals

4. Total fecal and coliform counts are about 98% of total pollutant loading

Pollutant loading from each land use practice are given in the following table (in millions

tons per year).

Table 1 Pollutant load from each different land use practices

Non point course category Sediment BOD5 Nitrogen Phosphorous

1. Cropland 1700 8.2 3.9 1.42
2. Pasture and range 1190 4.5 2.3 .98
3. Forest 232 .73 .35 .08
4. Construction 179 0 0 0
5. Mining 54 0 0 0
6. Urban runoff 18 0 0 0.017
7. Rural roadways 2 0.45 0.13 0.001
8. Land fills 0 0.05 0.024 0
9. Natural loading 1150 4.6 2.3 1

Total 4527 18.8 9.2 3.5

(Source: Best management practice for agriculture and silviculture, Raymond 1979)

Compared to point source pollution, NPS usually occurs during high flow events which happen

because of high storm runoff The water quality due to point sources becomes a serious problem

in the low flow condition, when the loading is greater than the assimilation capacity of the

system.
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Several NPS modeling system

The quantification of NPS is very difficult to measure directly, unlike point source

pollution. Therefore, the evaluation of the quality of the receiving water due to the NPS is done

indirectly. The most common way of indirect evaluation is by developing the modeling system

(Langhammer, 1997).

Various models have been developed for the simulation of NPS to the receiving water.

Storm water modeling level I (SWMM) was one of the EPA models that were developed in the

early 1970s to predict the pollution washed off in the urban watershed due to a single runoff

event. Many other models followed such as storage, treatment overflow model (STORM), Battle

runoff model, NPS model, land runoff model, USLE, and so forth (Black, 1996).

In late 1980s, the EPA developed a model that included HSPF and PLOAD to predict

both real time events and annual load estimation due to different land use coverage in a

watershed. Nowadays, BASINS has been fully developed and used as a tool to support TMDL

development in the United States.
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Chapter III

Linear systems theory and watershed modeling

Watershed modeling has evolved over the years. Many approaches have been proposed

by scientists to correlate various parameters in watersheds for certain purposes and applications.

Singh (1988) classified two major approaches in the modeling system. The first approach relies

on the system approach and the second relies on the physical approach.

A physical approach in modeling depends upon the ability of the modeler to derive the

relationship of the various physical phenomena and sometimes leads to a very complicated

mathematical analysis. For instance, a partial differential equation can be obtained from the mass

balance equation that is very complicated and the analytical solution for the partial differential

might not be available.

A numerical solution for this partial differential equation, on the other hand, will produce

numerical dispersion that will lead to an unsatisfactory result (Liu et aI, 2001). Therefore, a

system approach can be a good modeling method since the basic idea is very straightforward

with an easy solution, but still gives an acceptable result.

The linear system approach relies on input and output parameters. Based on the given

input and output figures, the transfer function or unit response function can be constructed and

for any future event such as rainfall or land use change, the unit response function can be used to

make a rough estimation of the out output such as stream flow and various water quality

parameters.

~~~~~--".I S_Y_s_te_m ··g·~2ut
Figure 10 System representations with black box approach
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A system is a process that produces a response (stream flow and other water quality

parameters) with given input (rainfall and or initial concentration of pollutant). The system can

be linear or non-linear. However, most of the traditional hydrological modeling methods

assumed that a system behaves in a linear fashion since the non-linear system makes the problem

more complicated and very difficult to solve. The linear assumption has been proven to give

reasonable estimates (Dooge, 1973).

The system is linear, if several requirements III the following list are satisfied as

discussed by Singh (1988).

1. An input 11 produces output QI and CI

2. An input h produces output Q2 and C2

3. input HIll +H2h produces output HI QI +H2 Q2 and PI CI +P2C2

HI, H2, PI, and P2 are constant variables that need to be estimated based on the some historical

record. Those parameters represent the system and characterize the system as well.

Linear system model description

Hydrological modeling is a very complicated. However, the strategy of every modeling

system is to simplify the complex problem and represent it in a simple manner. By doing this, the

system is expected to be simple, solvable, and satisfying enough to be acceptable. The general

process of the watershed hydrological system is represented by the following flow chart.
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Figure 11 Linear system approach to the hydrological modeling (adopted from Liu, 2002)

With the convolution integral, the system approach above can be represented with the

following equation.

Yt =Ys(t) + f~h(t - T)./(r).dT (5)

Where Yt =the output function

Ys (t) = initial response of the system

h(t-T) = unit response function

I(T) = input function (effective rainfall)

This system approach and its representation can be applied to the watershed modeling

system which can be used to correlate the stream and various water quality parameters, due to

different land use, with the input function (effective rainfall).
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Unit response function

The challenging part of the linear system application is to estimate the unit response

function. Once the unit response function has been estimated, any stream event and water quality

parameters can be predicted with the convolution integral as discussed earlier. For the

watersheds that have rainfall-runoff data and other water quality data, the unit response function

can be constructed in the traditional way using the unit hydrograph method and other fitting

curve. However, sometimes the hydrological information is insufficient, particularly in areas

where historical study was limited and in relatively undeveloped areas.

For instance, there are a few historical studies of watersheds in East Timor and most of

the region is less developed than Hawaii. As a result, the hydrological information required to

construct the unit response function is not available. In this case, the synthetic method to

construct the unit response function can be an essential tool.

Traditionally the unit response function was estimated based on the rainfall-runoff data

with discrete form or with the theory of de-convolution as can be shown in the following

equation (Chow et aI, 1988).

:L
n<;M

Qn= Pm Un-m+!
m=!

(6)

This shows the direct runoff (Qn) from the excess rainfall (Pm) and the unit hydrograph is Un-

m+1. If Qn and Pm are given, the unit hydrograph can be constructed.

Other methods that are considered as more conceptual than the discrete method are the

Nash method (1957) and gamma distribution. Both must estimate two parameters (n and ~ for

gamma distribution and K and N for Nash method). With the estimation of these parameters, a

unit response function (unit hydrograph) can be constructed to be used in the computation

process.
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Various methods have been proposed by scientists to estimate the parameters in both the

Nash and gamma distribution functions. One such application is called the application of

moment technique (Patra, 2001). Other are the Laplace transformation equation (Singh, 1988),

probability density function, fractional moment and so forth. The moment technique is the most

widely used and is the easiest to apply (see instantaneous unit hydrograph theory).

Linearity properties

As has been discussed in the previous section, the concept of linear system is applied here

due to the simplicity of the model. The linear system produced an acceptable result to support

decision making. However, the watershed system is complex and it is not linear. Particularly in

large watersheds and long durations of effective rainfall the concept of linear system might not

be satisfactory enough to be used (Wu, 1969).

In order to identify whether the linear assumption can be applied or not, the test of

linearity is required. Wu (1969) has tested the concept oflinearity for 29 small watersheds with

200 flood hydrographs on the Island of Oahu. Wu (1969) suggested that the linearity can be

tested from the relationship between the given effective rainfall and peak flow discharge. The

peak flow discharge divided by the area of the watershed (Qp/A) must be linearly equal to the

given effective rainfall since the area of a watershed is constant.

Mathematically speaking, this statement can be written as follows:

Qp =aI
A

(7)

Where Qp /A is the ratio of peak discharge to the area of a watershed with given excess

rainfall and (a) is a constant parameter that will be estimated with the linear regression.

The study concludes that for a small watershed which has a short duration of rainfall, the

linear system approach gives a satisfactory estimation. Therefore, linear system model can be
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applied in watersheds on the Island of Oahu which has these characteristics (i.e. small size and a

short duration of excess rainfall).

The limitation of linear system

The traditional concept of the linear system relies heavily on the lumped theory which

assumes the system input function (rainfall) and transfer function (unit hydrograph) are

uniformly distributed over a watershed. In reality, the rainfall and other constituents related to

the watershed are not uniform in the geographic distribution, especially for the larger watersheds.

Therefore, several limitations of the linear system approach can be discussed here:

1. The linearity of the system; the actual system is not linear; therefore, the linear

assumption is only an approximation. As a result, an error in estimation is unavoidable.

However, for a preliminary estimation, the linear system approach can good enough and

can lead a modeler to develop more suitable approaches for his/her system (Liu and

Brutsaert, 1978).

2. Time invariance assumption; one of the basics assumption of the linear system or unit

hydrograph is the concept of time invariance where the input and output of the system

does not change over time. As a result, the unit response function is also constant over

time. In fact, the input to the linear model (rainfall) always changes over time due to the

changing of the solar radiation and other parameters affected. Watershed properties also

change due to different land uses.

3. Uniform distribution assumption; as pointed out earlier, hydrological movement and

pollutant transport are widely distributed geographically. Therefore, the traditional linear

system application that relies on the uniform distribution such as effective rainfall as an
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input to the model can lead to an unsatisfactory estimation of the model. This is

particularly true for the larger watersheds, where the rainfall is widely distributed in the

spatial context. The GIS system available today can be a tool for handling this type of

linear system limitation.
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Chapter IV

GIS application in watershed hydrological modeling

Geographic information system, GIS, is a computer system tool for solving problems

(ESRI, 2001). Many government agencies and private companies have used the GIS application

to support the management system, particularly those related to the spatial dimension. The

purpose of the GIS is to estimate and describe precisely the spatial environment, while watershed

hydrology describes and estimates the water and pollutant moving in and out of a specific

environment.

GIS has been widely applied in various fields of science and technology, including the

area of environmental and natural resource management. One such application is in watershed

hydrological modeling where the water and pollutant movement to the environment are widely

distributed geographically. Therefore, spatial approaches in estimating the hydrological

modeling parameters can allow a better application of the watershed hydrology model and

simulation. The spatial data analysis can be easily done by the GIS tools available.

There are two types of GIS approaches in watershed hydrological study. The first one is

known as the direct link of the modeling system with GIS tools and the database. The direct link

of the GIS application means that the models, GIS tool and database associates are directly

linked and the users have to import the input to run the model and obtain the output.

BASINS (Better Assessment of Science Integrating of point and Non point Sources)

model is supported by the EPA as one of the standard models supporting the TMDL

development in the US. It is one of the direct applications of GIS to the several built-in models
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(Duda, et aI, 2002). This direct link model to the GIS system is one of the reasons why BASINS

is an integrated system of modeling.

The second type of the GIS application uses an indirect link of GIS to the model. In this

application, the modeler has to process GIS separately to estimate some of the necessary

parameters to be imported to the model. Upon finishing the GIS processing, the modeler can

import the database to the other computer application and the computation can take place.

Ultimately, the parameters of the watershed hydrological modeling can be estimated from the

variables given in the GIS processing.

Indirect GIS application

Indirect application of GIS means the GIS processing and modeling systems are separate

processes. This type of application is suitable for the beginning GIS user and is relatively simple.

Several spatial parameters in watershed hydrological modeling that can be computed by the GIS

software include the area of the contribution, curve number, slope of the stream and watershed

and so forth. There are two separate processes that employ the GIS in the watershed hydrological

modeling. The first one is the topological overlay process and the second is known as delineation

processmg.

Although these two applications are the most common use of GIS for watershed

hydrological modeling, other applications can be useful also to reformat and convert the GIS

data into the specific format required in our application. For instance, to re-project from one

projection system to another; to convert from the raster to vector format; and so forth. This

phenomenon is not uncommon since many software applications are available with specific

formats. Many ways of projecting are also available and we want to use the same projection in
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our project builder. Therefore, knowledge of the projecting system to convert from one format to

the other and re-project from one projection to the other can accelerate the project.

1. Topological overlay processing

Overlay simply means to combine two layers or more on the top of each other to a new

layer with the related information. For example, in groundwater study, often the people combine

two curves to solve the groundwater flow equation. This example is a type of graphical overlay

representation.

Using the same idea in GIS, the overlay is done to combine two layers or more to obtain

a new layer which combines information from the two original layers. Unlike the graphical

overlay, the topological overlay/GIS overlay, also combines the entire database associated with

the overlay object. For example this method is used in hydrology studies where researchers are

often required to find a runoff curve- number to predict the infiltration and surface runoff in a

particular watershed. In this case the researchers have to do the topological overlay processing

with two GIS layers. The first layer called the land use coverage and the second one is called the

hydrological soil group (HSG). By superimposing one layer over the top of other layer, the

researchers will obtain the runoff curve number by calculating the average area and curve

number from each polygon.

In topological overlay, one can obtain graphic and database relationships, while in

graphical overlay, one only can obtain graphical relationships. This topological overlay

distinguishes GIS from other map windows application..

The following figures show the two GIS layers used to create a new layer that has certain

properties and attributes that are very useful in the watershed hydrological modeling. Land use

and land cover layer is superimposed on the top of the hydrological soil group (HSG) to obtain
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the new layer which has a database that can be used to calculate the runoff curve number. The

runoff curve number is used to predict the runoff due to the rainfall over the watershed.

Land use coverage Waimea at Oahu

Hydrological soil group forWaimea at Oahu

Waim_hsg.shp
14
84

1 93

Curve number Waimea at Oahu

+

Figure 12 Topological overlay processing to find the curve number
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This topological overlay processing is a standard program of every GIS software

application. In this research the ArcGIS and Arcview from ESRI 2001 is used to do the

topological processing (ESRI, 2001) and the overlay process with the vector data format is the

most common one. Therefore, many times the format of the GIs must be converted from raster to

vector data.

2. Delineation processing

Most of the delineation processing in watershed management uses the digital elevation

model (DEM). DEM is a digital representation of the earth surface (USGS, 2001). The purpose

of delineation in watershed modeling is to create the watershed properties such as slope of the

stream channel, sub-watershed, outlet of each watershed and so forth. Those properties can be

used to estimate some of the parameters of transport phenomena in the watershed. For instance,

the estimation of travel time, and the area of contribution can be estimated using watershed

properties.

Various products of DEM are available in the USGS geological survey and many often

are free for public uses. However, one thing that should be kept in mind in selecting the DEM is

the resolution. Many watershed resources studies have been applied with the resolution

10mxlOm cell size since it gives reasonable results to estimate the parameters in the modeling.

Delineation process becomes much easier with the development of the GIS software. In

Arc View 3.2 software, the delineation is done with the extension tool of Hydrologic modeling.

The higher edition of software has more capability to do the delineation process. However, the

basic principle of the delineation remains the same. The following figures show the DEM and the

delineation processing.
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DEM 10 meter resolution
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Figure 13 Digital elevation model (DEM) of the Manoa watershed, Oahu, Hawaii

Waimea Watershed

Figure 14 The stream network ofWaimea watershed derived by the delineation processing of
DEM

The step by step of the delineation processing can be found in the GIS software package such as

in ESRI product or other like Geomedia Intergraph. The following lists are the summary that is

taken from the ESRI product Arc View 3.2. To do this work, hydro extension in Arc View is

required.
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1. Open the Arc View 3.2 with new project

2. Import the Dem from the directory where the Dem is stored, the DEM has to be at raster

format.

3. Under items Hydro at the View, there are several tools of delineations that are used to do

complete delineation.

4. Flow direction, flow accumulation, stream network and so forth are there and then the

software can do this complete delineation.

S. Import the database to text file or executable excel file and then use this database to do

further analysis.

Direct link of GIS application to the modeling system

This type of the GIS application is called the integrating system ofthe GIS tool as well as

the database to the modeling system. The modeling system is linked directly to the GIS tool and

database, so the user can easily import the input data and well as the GIS layers into the project

builder. One of the types of system is BASINS.

It looks very straightforward in working with GIS analysis for the watershed modeling

analysis. However, sometimes the preparation which, include reformatting data, obtaining the

appropriate data, and so forth consume half of the time of the whole project.

Basins modeling system

As indicated earlier, one of the direct links of GIS application to the model is BASINS

that has been supported by the USEPA for application in the environmental modeling. BASINS

and its application in Hawaii will be discussed in detail in this section.
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The GIS software that is used for constructing the BASINS is Arc View 3.1, but BASINS

can be operated with the higher version of Arc View. Several models that are built-into BASINS

are: QUEL2E, PLOAD, SWAT, and HSPF. The overall discussion of each model is given in the

next several paragraphs, however, the BASINS is focused on the HSPF model, therefore, the

HSPF model will be discussed in more detail and applied to a selected watershed in Hawaii.

QUEL2E model; essentially, is a steady state 1 dimensional river water quality modeling.

Application of the Streeter Phelps (1938) equation to streams is the main modeling component of

the model. This has the advantage of being capable of modeling the system in the spatial context.

However, anyone can apply a numerical solution with a finite different approximation to solve

this river steady state problem.

PLOAD model; is the simplified tool of GIS to predict or simulate non-point source

pollution into streams due to different land use coverages. However, this model only has the

capability to predict the annual loading. This model is very similar to the universal soil loss

equation (USLE) that was developed in the early 1960s to predict the annual sediment transport

to the stream as an effect of different land uses.

SWAT (soil water assessment tool), has the intention of predicting the transport of the

water through the soil. This model is very similar to the HSPF; however, the focus is different.

SWAT is more focused on the soil movement into the water.

HSPF (hydrological simulation FORTRAN program) is a real time modeling system that

was originally developed by Professor Lindsey in the early 1960 as the Stanford model. In the

early 1980s, several scientists in the USEPA wrote the program in FORTRAN language and

gave it the name HSPF. When the BASINS project was launched in 1996, this model became

one built-in model and has been widely used in many government agencies and non-profit
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organizations for watershed approach to support the TMDL development in the United States of

America.

BASINS was designed for environmental assessment in the US mainland and was

supported by a three-enterprise organization. EPA (environmental protection agency), ESRI

(environmental system research institute) and the USGS (United States geological surveys) are

the main government agencies and business organization that collaborate to make BASINS

project available (EPA, 2001). ESRI provides the software and its development; while the EPA

maintains the databases and the model; the USGS is taking care of the stream network and other

hydraulic channel.

Although, this modeling system was developed particularly for use on the US mainland,

Hawaii and Alaska and other countries can use this program. The main issues that must be taken

into account for applying BASINS is the GIS data, national hydrological dataset (NHD) and

hydro meteorological data. Once these three types of database have been retrieved and USGS

server has set to transfer the NHD to the project builder, BASINS can be applied. The schematic

shows how these three-enterprise levels are collaborating to make the BASINS system workable

and can be seen the following figure.
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Figure 15 Collaboration among the US Federal Agencies that contribute to the development and
application ofBASINS

The BASINS modeling is known as integrating modeling because the entire GIS

database, GIS tool, and the modeling system have become one user friendly package in the

window interface as can be seen in Figure 11. The flow chart in Figure 11 slows that the users

can simply import their data set and model to the BASINS system. However, the link between

the model and GIS system has to be written by the users.
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CbapterV

Storm runoff analysis

Rainfall is the main input factor in any hydrological and watershed modeling and when the

rain comes, it will produce runoff which has both quality and quantity. Analysis of both the

quantity and quality of runoff always becomes a focus of the investigation of the watershed

research. Both storm runoff quality and quantity are affected by various factors such as land use

change, hydrological pattern, soil type, and watershed properties (Adams and Papa, 2000).

The quantity and quality of the storm runoff as the response function of the watershed can

give a negative impact on people because it results in flooding and pollutes the fresh water for

human consumption (Fontaine and Hill, 2002). It is reported by the USGS that a storm in Hawaii

caused flooding and damage in excess of 70 millions dollar in one event from November 1 to

November 2, 2000.

Therefore, storm runoff management is a very important element in watershed approach. In

order to manage in a better way, a good decision tool must be developed and one of a good

decision tools is a model.

In storm runoff analysis and modeling, the goals are to correlate the rainfall that produces

runoff (water quantity) and as well the water quality condition as a result of a rainfall event in

any particular watershed.

Stream flow analysis

The Unit hydrograph has always been used in stream flow analysis. Traditionally, the

unit hydrograph is a lump and black box model (Linsley et aI, 1979). In other words, the physical
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properties of the system are not considered in developing the unit hydrograph, instead it relies on

the historical input (rainfall) and output (stream flow) to develop this model. Once the unit

hydrograph is developed, it can be used to predict a stream flow with rainfall as the input

function to the hydrograph model to obtain the output function (stream flow).

Hydrograph analysis

A hydrograph is a graphical representation of temporal stream flow in a watershed (Patra,

2001). It shows the total volume of water produced from the beginning to the end of a

precipitation event. The unit hydrograph (UH) has three major components. The first is known as

rising limb which shows the discharge versus time from the beginning of effective rainfall to the

peak flow discharge. The second is called the peak flow or crest segment; this part shows the

discharge at the time it is about reach the peak flow and the time it is about to recede. The last is

the so-called recession limb which shows the discharge from the peak point to the end of the

direct runoff (Patra, 2001).

To construct the unit hydrograph is basically to find the flow versus time in the term of

the curve. Several methods are available. In this paper, the Instantaneous unit hydrograph and

synthetic unit hydrograph will be discussed in detail.

Instantaneous unit hydrograph (IUH)

The unit hydrograph is one of the applications of the linear system theory that relates the

rainfall-runoff process where the input (rainfall) and output (runoff) can be correlated with the

simple convolution integral (Liu et aI, 2001). Instantaneous unit hydrograph (IUH) is an

example of the convolution integral application.
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IUH is a conceptual method to construct the unit hydrograph when excess rainfall

duration is very small (approach to zero) and the result of the unit hydrograph is an impulse

response function (Chow et aI, 1988). In other words, the IUH is not a real unit hydrograph that

has a very short duration ofeffective rainfall. This concept has been very useful in constructing a

unit hydrograph due to the fact that the important parameter "duration of effective rainfall" is

eliminated, although this is only a fictitious concept. The ordinate of the direct runoff hydrograph

(DHR) at the time t can be derived from the IUH:

Qt = f:U(t-T).I(T).dT (8)

Where Qt is the direct runoff; D (t-T) is the IUH ordinate at time T, I (T) is the excess rainfall

function of duration. This integral is the convolution integral or Duhamel integral in which the

IUH, D (t-T) is defined as kernel function (Patra, 2001). This convolution integral can be easily

shown in the following graph.

This convolution integral is used to find the direct runoff (Qt) into any watershed which

receives the instantaneous excess rainfall (I), with known the response function (D). For one cm

or mm of excess rainfall with the duration ofD, that convolution equation becomes:

1 JtU(D,t) =- U(t - T).dT,
Do

(9)

However, the duration of IUH, D, is zero, the ordinate of IUH at time t is D (0, t) or

simple D (t) and the properties of the IUH can be shown in the following list as have been

discussed by Patra (2001):

(1). D (t) is always positive fort>O.

o~ U(t) ~ a Positive peak value, for t>O

(2). D (t) is zero for t<= 0
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v (t) =0, for t<= 0

(3). When t goes to infinite, U (t) approaches to zero

Vet) =O,jor t ~ 00

(4). Integration of U (t) DT between the limits 0 to infinite is the unit depth of the

catchments.

So'" V(t)dt = 1

(5). Integration ofU (t) t dt between the limits 0 to infinite is the time lag ofIUH

So'" U(t)tdt =tl

(6). the time to peak ofIUH is always less than the time of the centroid ofthe curve

The idea ofIUH was originally applied by Clark (1945) and continued by Nash in 1957

with some improvement from the Clark method. The Clark method used only a single storage to

represent the watershed while Nash employs a series identical linear reservoir to represent the

watershed. There are several ways to derive the IUH. These methods include S-Hydrograph

method, Conceptual method, fitting harmonic series to direct runoff and effective rainfall, and

theoretically from Laplace transform function (Patra, 2001). However, the S-hydrograph and the

conceptual approach are the most common and widely used in many engineering applications to

derive the IUH. This study will develop the IUH with the conceptual approach since it is more

appropriate to be applied at the early stage ofunit hydrograph development.
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Figure 17 Operation of a linear system by a Convolution of input function and impulse
response function

Determination of the IUH with Clark method required the estimation of three parameters

that represent the linear storage or watershed characteristic. The first is the time of concentration
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(Tc), the second is the storage attenuation (R) and the third is the time area histogram or time

area contribution to the outlet of the watershed. With given these three basic parameters, the IUH

can be obtained by routing the output through a linear reservoir at the outlet of watershed.

For a linear reservoir, S = k Q, where k is the storage coefficient, Q is the discharge at the

outlet of the basins and S is the linear storage volume. With the combination of the linear

storage, time area contribution, and the continuity equation the IUH can be constructed.

Nash's method on the other hand was developed using a multiple identical linear

reservoirs in series to improve the Clark method. All the identical reservoirs have the same

storage coefficient (K). With the application of the moment theory, Nash was able to estimate the

number of the identical reservoir (n) and the reservoir coefficient. By estimating these two

parameters of the IUH, the IUH was constructed for using in any predicting the stream flow.

The identical linear reservoir along with the shapes of the routed outflow hydrographs are shown

in the following figure.

T. S ~ S
1 2

t

---.
On-l

S
3

t

Qn-l..............~ S
n

t

n

Figure 18 Conceptual formulation of a watershed system as a series of linear reservoirs (Nash,
1957
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Model Derivation

The mass balance and continuity equation are applied to each linear reservoir as can be

seen in the following steps (Liu, 2000).

First linear reservoir:

Mass balance:

Inflow-outflow = Change of storage

dS
I-Q=- ....

dt
(10)

The characteristic oflinear equation has defined: S =K S and I =0 when t =0, the equation can be

solved as:

(11)

At t=O, Q =Qa, hence C = In (Qa) and the final equation for the first reservoir are:

QI =Qoexp(-tl K) ... (12)

Since Qa = SalK (Patra, 2001), and for the unit pulse input Sa =1, the general equation for the

first linear reservoir can be written as:

1QI =-exp(-t I K)
K

This equation shows the output from the first linear reservoir with an instantaneous unit pulse

input.

Second Linear Reservoir

The outflow from the first linear reservoir becomes the inflow ofthe second reservoir and

the outflow of second reservoir becomes the inflow of the third reservoir and so forth.
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Using the continuity equation:

dS2
h-Q2=

dt
(13)

Where 12= Ql = ~ exp(-t / K) and S2 = K Q2, combining these two equations to the equation 3.4

becomes:

1 -t dQ2
- exp(-) - Q2 =K-
K K dt'

The integration of this differential equation with method of integration will give the result as the

outflow from the second linear reservoir:

Q2 =~exp(-~) ...
K K

The third and N Linear Reservoir

(14)

Using the same sequence and the same principle to derive the outflow equation from the

input Q2 to the reservoir and result is obtained as:

1 t 2 t
Q3 =-(-) exp(--) ....

2 K K
(15)

The same approach was employed to derive the N linear reservoir to represent the

watershed as can be expressed with the following mathematical equation.

Where (N-l)! = r (N), the final equation is:

1 t N~l tQN =--(-) exp(--)
r(N) K K

(16)

(17)
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This final equation is the general function of the gamma distribution and the historical

record of rainfall-runoff is employed to estimate the value of N (number of reservoir) and K

(linear storage coefficient).

If the linear system theory is applied here to correlate the rainfall-runoff for the watershed

in Hawaiian Island, the:

Q(t) =I.A *U(t). (18)

Where Q(t) = the discharge at the outlet of watershed which has the cross sectional area (A) with

the input rainfall (I) and U(t) the IUH that can be derived in the previous equation is:

1 t N-l tIUH = U(t) = --(-) exp(--)
r(N) K K

Application of the Moment techniques

In the linear system theory, the IUH behaves as a transfer function that will be convoluted

with the input function to obtain the output function. It is very easy to apply the linear system

theory to determine the impulse response function as a characteristic of a watershed. The theory

of moment is a very useful tool to estimate the value ofN and K in the Nash equation.

The mth moment about the origin, M (m):

r 1 t t= exp(--) (_)N-ltmdt
o K r(N) K K

K
m r t t N-l t m t=- exp(--)(-) (-) d(-)

r(N) 0 KKK K

Since the gamma distribution function is defined as,
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r(N) =[ X N-I exp(-X)dx:, And the tIK is assigned as X,

M(m) = K
m

[exp(-X) X(N+M-I)dX
r(N) 0

Km

=--r(m+N).
r(N)

When m==1 (the first moment), M (1) == n K

(19)

K 2

m== 2, the second moment, M (2) == =--r(2+N)== N (N+l) K2

. r(N)

With the given historical rainfall-runoff record, the first and second moment can be

calculated and further the parameters Nand K can be evaluated (Patra, 2001).

M (1)1 =11 tl +h t2 + .. iN tN ...
tl + t2 + .. .tN

(20)

Where I ==is the rainfall data from period of record t with the total interval N.

M(I)2 =1J tI
2

+h t2
2

+ .. iN tN
2

tl + t2 + ...tN
(21)

The first and second moment associated with the runoff also can be estimated with the

same method of calculation.

M(R)l = RI tI+R2 t2+ & tN ..
tl + t2 + tN

M(R)2 = RItI
2

+ R2 t2
2

+ ...&vtN
2

tl + t2 + .. .tN

(22)

(23)

Where R is the direct runoff data from the period of record t == tl, h ... tN

M (1) == M(R)l -M(I)l == N K ....

M (2) == M(R)2 -M(I)2 == N(N+1) K2

(24), and

(25)
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According to the properties of IUH pointed out from the previously, the lag time of the

watershed can be evaluated.

tl =N K .... (3.17), and then time to peak tp =K (N-l)

Synthetic unit hydrograph

Unit hydrograph (UB) has been widely used in hydrological study for predicting the

stream flow as well as the usefulness in designing the structure of a system. For gauge

catchments areas, the unit hydrograph is developed from the availability of rainfall and runoff

data. With this historical record, the unit hydrograph can be easily derived. With the linear

assumption, the unit hydrograph can be used for predicting the stream in any other event. The

un-gauged watershed on the other hand is more difficult and has to rely on the so-called synthetic

unit hydrograph to construct the unit hydrograph for its estimation the flow.

Traditionally, the synthetic unit hydrograph developed based on the characteristic of the

watershed. Such characteristics are area of the watershed, the channel length, slope and different

land use and land cover have been used over many years to construct the unit hydrograph in

watershed hydrology (Viessman et aI, 2003). Several synthetic unit hydrograph are available and

widely used in the practical application and will be discussed as follow:

1. Snyder method

This method was developed by Snyder using 20 study areas in the Appalachian

highland which varied in size from 10 to 10,000 square miles. This technique has been

accepted as one of the standard practices for deriving the unit hydrograph in un-gauged

watershed (Patra, 2001). In order to construct the unit hydrograph for catchments, one

must estimate the so-called basin lag or lag time, which is a time difference between the

centroid of effective rainfall and centroid on the direct runoff (Patra, 2001).
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The time lag however, is a function of the watershed properties. The properties

such as channel length, shape and width affect the hydrological profile and determine the

shape of the hydrograph. Other parameters such as base time, duration of effective

rainfall, peak discharge can be estimated based on the time lag parameters (Chow, 1988).

In addition, 50% and 75% discharge time are also required to construct unit hydrograph

smoothly (Viessman et aI, 2003). One of the limitations of this model application is the

estimation of the model parameter such as Ct and Cp where still needed are the effective

rainfall and runoff (Ramirez, 1997). Therefore, this model has to be developed in gaged

catchments first and later can be applied in the un-gauged watersheds that have similar

property. In other words, the value of Ct and Cp in the gauged watershed can be use in

the un-gaugedd watershed.

2. SCS dimensionless method

The SCS model was developed by the U.S soil conservation services (1955, 1971)

to construct the unit hydrograph for various sizes (Viessman et aI, 2003). The method is

expressed in the dimensionless where discharge ordinate of Dh as a ratio of (Q/Qp) and

the abscissa as (t/tp).

Like the Snyder's method, the SCS method also relies on the estimation of the

time lag of the basins. However, the time lag parameter from SCS method is estimated

based on the area of watershed, slope, and factors that represents the different land use

and land cover (Viessman et aI, 2003). After the time lag is estimated, other parameters

such as peak discharge, time to peak, time of concentration and etc can be calculated.

Then the unit hydrograph can be easily constructed.
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This model however, is more general than the Snyder method. Therefore, it is

more suitable to be applied in any un-gauged watershed as long as the lag time of the

basins is estimated.

3. Clark method

Clark method also known as the time-area method was developed in 1945 by

Clark. This method has been widely used in constructing the instantaneous unit

hydrograph (IUH) due to the flexibility of this method. One of the flexibilities of this

method is that this method can be easily adapted to computer program (Usul et aI, 2002).

IUH constructing with the Clark method requires three parameters. One is called

time concentration, Tc. The second is called the area of contribution, and the last one is

called the attenuation coefficient, R. The Clark method assumes the watershed as a linear

channel and linear reservoir. After those three parameters have estimated, the IUH can be

easily constructed by the translation of the area of contribution with the linear reservoir

routing equation as can be illustrate in the following equation.

4. Nash's model

Nash method was developed based on the assumption that the watershed can be

represented with several identical linear reservoirs to relate the rainfall and runoff

relationship. With the application of first and second moment in statistical method, the

storage coefficient and number of the number of the linear reservoir was estimated. The

mathematical equation is similar to the gamma distribution function as expressed in the

following equation

(26), (Adopted from Chow, 1988)
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Where u (t) is the instantaneous unit hydrograph (IUH), k IS the storage

coefficient, n is the number of the storage, and t is the time.

There are many other synthetically methods to derive the unit hydrograph for un-gauged

watershed. However, these four methods are the most well known methods and have been used

in many standard text books in hydrological study. As can be seen from those synthetic methods

that the unit hydrograph was derived based on some physical characteristics of the watershed

such as area of the basins, stream channel, different land use and land cover, soil properties.

These characteristics ofthe watershed are highly geographically distributed and in the old

time the estimation of those parameters were very difficult and in somehow the result was not

satisfying enough to represent the system. However, with today's geographical information

system (GIS) this obstacle can be easily handle and the scientists have been done a better

estimation for those parameters

Usul et al (2002) have been applied the GIS tools to better estimated the three factor that

required by the Clark method to construct the IUH for one of the watershed in Turkey. With the

GIS tools they were able to calculate the time area contribution to the outlet based on the

analysis with the delineator tool in Arc View and ArInfo. The DEM (digital elevation model)

lOxIa meters cell was used in their study.

Time of concentration, Tc was estimated from the SCS lag equation where the equation is

the function of the area of the watershed, the different land use and cover, soil properties. With

the topological overlay, they were able to estimate the curve number of the basins that was used

in the estimation of the time ofconcentration.
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Still UsuI and Kupcu conduct the same idea of research with the application of the

dimensionless SCS method to utilize the unit hydrograph for other area of basins in Turkey.

They construct the synthetic unit hydrograph for the gaged watershed and compare the result

with the unit hydrograph that was derived based on the rainfall-runoff data. If the estimation

from the synthetic unit hydrograph is acceptable enough, then the method can be applied for

other un-gauged area.

As the matter of fact, most of the synthetic unit hydrograph were constructed based on

some physical parameters of the basins which are highly distributed geographically. As a result

GIS tool can be a better tool of estimating some of the parameters for construction the unit

hydrograph.

Wu (1969) conducted a research to estimate the unit hydrograph in Oahu (one of the

Hawaiian Islands). Twenty nine small watersheds were investigated to synthesize the unit

hydrograph in Oahu. He concluded in this study that unit hydrograph for small watershed as in

Hawaii can be approached with the simple triangle shape and this approach was applied to the

watersheds which have a short duration of excess rainfall, small in size and short time to peak

discharge. However, Wu only considers the area of the watershed as the important properties in

this study in estimating the peak discharge.

Synthetic unit hydrograph with GIS modification

In this research, the gamma fitting curve is applied in helping the GIS tool to correlate

some of the physical properties of the watershed with the two parameters in the gamma

distribution function. Based on the several studies in the estimation of unit hydrograph over

many years, the important physical properties that will be best represent the behavior of the
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watershed and affected to the flow pattern are the area of watershed, average slope of the

watershed, a coefficient that represent that different land use and land cover.

The gamma distribution can be express mathematically in the following equation:

(27) (Viessman et ai, 2003)

Where a and Bare the parameter that represent the watershed characteristic. This function

is one of the probability density function and most of the unit hydrograph belong to this family

of the curve. Aron and white (1983) have shown in their research about the fitting of gamma

distribution.

This particular research however, intends to correlate the two parameters (a and B) with

some of the characteristics of the watershed. The final equation will be more general equation

and then can be used in every watershed which has certain watershed characteristics.

(28)

(29)

Where %, aI, az, a3 are the coefficient of correlation and Y, Dd, and S are the watershed

properties (slope, Drainage density, and curve number). With the multiple linear regressions,

those three correlation coefficients can be estimated. Y, Dd, and S can be obtained from the GIS

process overlay and DEM application.

This type of system approach has been successfully applied in the transport subsurface

pollution analysis and also river water quality analysis (Liu et aI, 2001). With the application of

gamma distribution function and multiple-regression analysis, they were able to correlate the two

parameters in gamma function (a and B) with the soil properties in the several different depth and
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various bulk density. By correlating the two factors in gamma distribution, they concluded that

the response function can be applied in any system of soil transport in subsurface.

In this watershed hydrological modeling, the relationship between the two factors of

gamma distribution function will be correlated with the watershed properties such as the area,

slope, and factor that represent the different land use and land cover as express in those previous

equation. By doing this, the result is expected to have a general form of the gamma distribution

and the model can be eventually applied in the un-gauged watershed for preliminary study.

GIS application to estimate the unit hydrograph parameters

The detail of GIS applications have discussed in the earlier chapter. In this section, the

discussion will be focused on how to use the methods explained earlier. The detail discussion

will focus on the application on GIS tools to estimate some of the parameters and then the

parameters estimated will be used to determine the unit hydrograph. SCS method of constructing

the unit hydrograph is used since this method is very flexible to be adapted with the GIS tools.

AS discussed in the previous section that SCS method required several parameters such as the

average slope of watershed (S), curve number (CN), the longest path of the stream (L), and the

area of the watershed . Those parameters are very easy to obtain with the GIS tool. Therefore,

one can make use of GIS tool to construct the unit hydrograph in the area where the rainfall

runoff record is not available.

In order to construct a simple unit hydrograph, one must have at least three parameters;

they are time of concentration (Tc), peak flow (Qp) and time to peak (tp). With given these three

parameters, the complete unit hydrograph can be constructed with gamma distribution to find the

two parameters correlated (a and~) (white and Aron, 1983).
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Several formulas to derive computed those three parameters have been purposed by the

soil conservation service (SCS):

D
tp =-+tl

2
(30)

Where tp = the time from the beginning of rainfall to the peak discharge (hr)

D = the duration of rainfall (hr)

t[ =the lag time from the centroid ofrainfall to peak discharge (hr)

The peak discharge can be obtained from the equation:

Qp = 484.A
tp

Where QP =peak discharge (cfs)

A = drainage area (mi2
)

tp = time to peak (hr)

(31)

Another equation is finding the value of t1 from the chosen duration of rainfall (D) and

watershed characteristics. The SCS has also correlated the equation:

LOg .(8 +1)°7
t[=-----,--,,--

1900.y05

Where t1 = lag time (hr)

L = the longest path of the stream channel (ft)

Y = the average watershed slope (%)

(32)

S = potential maximum detention (in) = 1000/Cw 10, where CN is a curve number which

describe the differences land use and land cover and soil properties.
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With the topological overlay process, CN can be obtained and further the S can be

calculated. While the digital elevation model (DEM) is used and by using the delineator tools

available in Arcview 3.2, the stream channel and average slope of the watershed can be obtained.

Topological Overlay processing

Overlay process means that the two layers or more are combined together to obtain a new

layer. In GIS tools, topological overlay is one of the numerous tools that makes GIS so spatial

and is one of the major differences between a GIS and desktop mapping program (Shamsi,

2002).

In this application, the topological overlay is applied to estimate the average curve

number for estimating the potential maximum detention (S). Many different standard textbooks

have been discussed (Patra, 2001, Viessman et aI, 2003, SCS, 1973) that a curve number is a

function of the different land use/land cover and soil properties. Therefore, the two layers are

overlaid in this application to estimate the curve numbers are land use/land cover and soil

classification and luckily that these two GIS database have available already in many

government agency website, so that we do not have go through the digitizing process to obtain

those layers.

The land use/cover layer was obtained from the state ofHawaii , website and the data was

created and uploaded in 2001. Hydrologic soil coverage on the other hand, was obtained from

the US natural resource and environmental management website. With the overlay processing

tool available in Arcview, the two layers were overlaid and the curve number was obtained for

the computational purpose.
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The following figures show the two input layers for the topological overlay processing

and the output of overlay which shows the combination of two layers and their attributes. Based

on the attribute table, the area of fraction in each polygon can be calculated with the calculation

tool available in GIS software. With given the area of fraction from each polygon and given the

curve number as well, the average curve number for the entire watershed can be calculated.

The simple formula for estimating the curve number (CN) as stated in the following

equation:

n

'LAi*CN(i)
eN = -'1'--- _

n

'L Ai
o

Where CN = the average curve number of the watershed

A (i) = the area of each polygon

(33)

CN (i) = the individual curve number from each polygon

By overlaying the land use coverage with hydrological soil group, the curve number can be

obtained as can be seen the following figures.
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Figure 20 Hydrological soil groups
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Figure 21 Curve number maps
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Stream channel and slope estimation

These two parameters were estimated with grid processing. With DEM IOxIO m cell and

delineator tool in Arcview 3.2, all the stream channel, slope and watershed are created. Then

with the query analysis, the average slope and the longest path of the stream are estimated.

In order to be able to do the delineation easily, it is necessary to obtain the stream

network from the national hydrological dataset (NHD) that can be obtained from the US

geological survey. With the NHD, watershed boundary, and grid DEM the delineation process

can be done. The output of this delineation processing are stream network, slope of each stream,

sub-watershed, outlet, that will be used for the estimation of unit hydrograph parameters. With

the calculation tool, the longest stream channel, density ofdrainage can be calculated.

With the given drainage density, average slope of watershed, curve number, the stream

channel and area of watershed, the unit hydrograph parameters such as peak flow, time to peak,

lag time and time of concentration can be estimated.

Waiawa Watershed

Outlets
Linking stream added Outlet N

Streams +
Subbaslns
Watershed

Figure 22 Watershed boundaries with stream network and sub watershed
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With the same application to other four watersheds, all the watershed characteristics have

estimated as can be seen the following table.

Fitting of gamma distribution

Gamma distribution function is applied in this study to generate the smooth unit

hydrograph. This is due to the fact that the SCS method only gives three points which the

beginning point, peak point and the ending point. With only these three points there might not be

enough to make a smooth unit hydrograph curve. Therefore, the gamma fitting distribution curve

is applied.

As discussed earlier that the gamma distribution function needs two parameters to be

fitted and the best fitting curve in this study is taken from the method that was developed by

Aron and White (1982). The correlation equations with two parameters are formulated as follow:

tp =a.{J

Where tp = time to peak

a and ~ are the parameters fitting

(34)

For more detail application they proposed several equations as follow:

Takes t as time to be replaced with x at the equation (27), replace tp to the alpha and beta. So the

equation is:

(35)

Where Cv A = the volume of runoff from a basins with area A and is <I>(a) a dimensionless factor

when Cv = 1.008. The equation for <I> (a) has been correlated by the White and Aron:

a = 0.045 +0.5¢ + 5.6¢2 + 0.3¢3 (36)



Collins (1983) approximated with the equation for 1<0.<8

a = O.5¢ + 5.6¢2 (37)
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Then the general equation for calculating the discharge (Q) at anytime can be written as follow:

(38)

By obtaining a and ~ from those steps, the result can be correlated with the watershed

characteristics and use the multiple linear regressions to estimate the coefficient of the

regressIOn.

Water quality analysis

Water quality of a recelvmg flver is determined by a waste loading generated in

contributing watershed and by the receiving river's self-purification capacity. The waste loading

is generally calculated as a product of pollutant concentration and runoff Similar to the unit

hydrograph for watershed rainfall-runoff analysis, a pollutograph can be defined as a pollutant

concentration at the outlet of a watershed which receives a unit pulse rainfall input.

Like the unit hydrograph, the pollutograph is developed as a model to be used for

predicting water quality in any future event of the rainfall. Therefore, to construct the unit

pollutograph, some of the historical data of both runoff quality and quantity are required.

Essentially the pollutograph is obtained from the multiplication of the hydrograph and

concentration loading from the same rainfall event. In other words, with the given rainfall-runoff

data and concentration in time domain, the unit hydrograph and concentration relation to the time

can be developed. The pollutograph can be obtained by the multiplication of the unit hydrograph

and concentration.
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Unlike the rainfall and stream flow data, the water quality data for any particular event is

not available unless the field measurement is conducted. Therefore, the rough estimation of the

pollutograph is developed from the annual estimation of the pollutant from the different land use

and land covers. PLOAD model is used to predict the total annual amount of the pollutant load as

well as the concentration.

Estimation of annual runoff and pollutant loadings

PLOAD is one of the built-in models in the BASINS system and is a tool to roughly

estimate the total average annual pollutant loading to the various water quality parameters such

as total suspended solid, nitrogen, phosphorous, and BOD (biochemical oxygen demand). This

model is very similar to the universal soil loss equation (USLE) that was used to estimate the

total average annual load of sediment transport due to soil erosion. Farmer (2003) was using the

USLE model to estimate the sediment transport due to the soil erosion in Nawiliwili watershed at

Kauai. The PLOAD model goes beyond the USLE model which simulates also the several water

qualities constituent as pointed out earlier.

Like other non point source modeling, PLOAD application requires pre-processed and

input data such as GIS land use data, watershed boundary data or DEM to create the watershed

boundary. The user has to introduce the so-called pollution loading data table and impervious

factor due to different land use and land cover. However, these two input data tables are

available in the literature. For example, how much the potential loading of nitrogen or other

constituents to the outlet of the watershed due to the forest land use and how much the

percentage of imperviousness of this type of land use.

Pollutants loading that are commonly evaluated with the PLOAD method include several

parameters listed below as implemented by USEPA for standard pollutant loading analysis.
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1. Total suspended solid (TSS)

2. Total dissolved solid (TDS)

3. Biochemical oxygen demand (BOD)

4. Chemical oxygen demand (COD)

5. Phosphorous

6. Nitrogen, nitrate

7. TKN

8. Ammonia

9. Fecal coliform

10. Lead

11. Zinc

According to USEPA (2001), the PLOAD was designed to be generic so that it can be

applied for the preliminary analysis of the pollution loading due to non point source and point

source as well. The wide range of applications including the storm water permitting, watershed

management and other reservoir protection project that use the most sophisticate model such as

HSPF, storm water management model and so forth.

This type of the application is only suitable for a small watershed and the annual

estimation (EPA, 2001). Therefore, the user might need to break the large watershed into the

small sub watershed for applying PLOAD in each separate sub-watershed. The total for the

entire watershed can be the summation of the each sub-watershed.

Input data

As has been pointed out that the input data to the PLOAD consist of the GIS data and the

tabular data. The GIS data includes watershed boundary and land use coverage, these two are the
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minimum data required for PLOAD. The DEM (digital elevation model) is sometimes used to

create the watershed boundary, if the watershed boundary is not available. The GIS operation in

the PLOAD is just a simple topological overlay of the watershed and land use coverages in order

to determine the area of each land uses type and loading generated by each land uses types.

Tabular data on the other hand consists of the data table that associates with the land use

types. The data table is about the type of the pollutant that is normally generated from various

different land uses. Apart from the data, the user has to import the percentage of impervious from

each different land use types. As a result, at least two tabular data is needed to import to the

project builder to run the PLOAD. The following tables show the potential loading from the

different land uses as have been published in the many different standard literatures. EPA for

example has its standard guidelines for both import coefficient and tabular data table to the

project.

Table 2 an example ofEMC (event mean concentration in mg/L)

LU Land use type
CODE BOD COD TSS IDS TN

11 Residential 7 43 39 73 1.2
12 Commercial and Services 6 46 26 48 3.1
13 Industrial 6 46 26 48 3.3
14 Transportation, Communications and Utilities 10 94 104 30 1.2
15 Industrial and Commercial Complexes 6 46 26 48 3.3
16 Mixed Urban or Built-up Land 6 46 26 48 1.1
21 Cropland and Pasture 6 103 26 48 3.4
31 Herbaceous Rangeland 6 100 132 192 2
32 Shrub and Brush Rangeland 6 103 132 192 1.2

Table 3 an example ofImperviousness data table

LU Land use type
CODE Imperviousness

11 Residential 25
12 Commercial and Services 85
13 Industrial 70
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14 Transportation, Communications and Utilities 65
15 Industrial and Commercial Complexes 70
16 Mixed Urban or Built-up Land 60
21 Cropland and Pasture 2

31 Herbaceous Rangeland 2
32 Shrub and Brush Rangeland 15

Importing these two tabular data table to the PLOAD project builder, the BASINS is

expected to simulate various water quality parameters associated with the different land uses.

Apart from these input data, the user must know the average rainfall factor in the watershed that

is used for simulation. The rainfall factor which shows that total depth of the rainfall in (in) in a

year usually available in the GIS program and can also be calculated from the summation of the

average daily rainfall.

The layer of the rainfall factor can be seen in the following figure and the modeler can

take the average of the rainfall for the watershed.

Rainfall factor estimation

Mar.shp
N39.37

59.055
78.74
118.11
157.48o Manoa.shp

N

Figure 23 define the rainfall factor with combining two GIS layers
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For Manoa watershed, the average annual rainfall depth is about 85 inches. This number

is also imported to the PLOAD project builder to calculate the annual total runoff as well as the

total annual loading to the watershed.

Furthermore, the user can also import the best management practice (BMP) table and

point source loading tabular data to the project if there is any in the watershed.

Model outputs

As indicated earlier that the PLOAD is used to simulate total average annual pollutant

loading that comes from different land uses. Beside that, the average annual flow rate is also

given in this model. All the processes are done with the computer system and the output of the

PLOAD model is presented in the table as well as the map display as can be seen in the

following table and figures.
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Figure 24 Potential total suspended solid loading to Manoa stream
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Figure 25 Total annual load of suspended solid to Manoa stream
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Figure 26 Total annual load of nitrogen to Manoa stream
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Table 4 Total annual loading and mean concentration of nitrogen and TSS

Sub basin Acres LD Tss LD Tn Flow (cf/yr) EMC Tss EMC Tn
1 343.4256 12504.4355 673.3034 6497949.431 30.8797 1.6627
2 241.3221 5406.4072 313.0025 4566050.687 19 1.1
3 150.0418 4933.9679 269.0977 2838938.284 27.8886 1.521
4 115.892 3774.1731 206.1067 2192789.151 27.6192 1.5083
5 17.7421 1088.7941 62.0455 529881.1867 32.9726 1.879
7 220.8619 8687.5693 497.6095 5229323.251 26.6587 1.527
6 364.8249 11556.0504 647.0179 7322638.928 25.3237 1.4179
8 28.9112 4504.1864 255.2462 1630275.401 44.3344 2.5124
11 205.665 11846.3012 675.4726 5924671.557 32.0852 1.8295
13 395.1694 63454.3516 3595.4042 22827069.77 44.6064 2.5275
12 123.3545 6164.0387 351.9874 3290554.916 30.0595 1.7165
14 168.4757 26773.7503 1515.2166 9963522.461 43.1203 2.4403
20 151.5244 8328.2739 460.9129 3810915.598 35.068 1.9408
19 364.6519 111279.66 6325.3429 35323937.22 50.5513 2.8734
21 12.3058 4403.2463 249.989 1340860.386 52.6957 2.9917
22 167.0425 43246.2552 2451.3102 14210720.47 48.8335 2.768

Total annual loading for nitrogen (TN) = 18549.06521bs/year (8.42 tons/year); total annual

loading for suspended solid (TSS) = 327951.461 Ibs/year (149 tons/year).

Pollutant loadings calculation

Two methods of computation are available to estimate the annual pollutant loading to the

outlet of a watershed based on the type of tabular data table imported (EPA, 2001). The first

method is so-called "export coefficient method" which refers to the export coefficient data table

to the PLOAD project and the second method is known as the simple method.

Export coefficient method is applied for estimating the annual pollutant loading for each

type of constituents based on each coefficient that has exported by the user. Mathematically

speaking, this statement can be representing as:

(39)

Where: Lp = Pollutant load, Ibs;
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Lpu = Pollutant loading rate for land use type U, lbs/acre/year; and

Au = Area ofland use type U, acres

The loading rates are generated from the export coefficient tables, while the land use

areas are obtained from the GIS operation with the watershed boundary.

Simple method on the other hand, is designed for predicting the pollution load based on

the runoff coefficient and potential loading from each land use type.

Rvu =0.05 + 0.009 Iu (40)

(41)

Where: Rvu = Runoff coefficient fro land use type U, in runoff/in rain

Iu = Percent imperviousness

Percent imperviousness can be obtained from the standard literature such as SCS method

or the some practical engineers can do the survey to obtain this value. Then the pollutant loading

can be calculated as:

Lp = Lu(P PJ RvuCu Au 2.72)/12

Where: Lp= Pollutant load, lbs

P = Precipitation, inches/year

PI = Ratio of storms producing runoff (default =0.9)

Rvu = Runoff coefficient for land use type U, in runoff/in rainfall

Cu = Event meant concentration for type of land use U, mgIL

Au = area of land use type U, acres

The BASINS systems calculate the operation for the pollutant loading and total annual

runoff and the summary of the result can be seen in the following.

1. Total annual average total suspended solid (TSS) = 149 tons/year

2. Total nitrogen transport (TN) = 8.42 tons /year
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3. Average TSS concentration = 572 mg/L

4. Average TN concentration = 32.3 mg/L

This exercise is focused on the computation of total suspended solid (TSS) and total nitrogen

transport (TN). However, some other constituents can be easily exported to the PLOAD project

builder and then similar output format can be obtained.

Estimation of the pollutograph for a single rainfall event

As discussed earlier, the water quality data for any particular event is not available to be

used for constructing the pollutograph and loading graph. The annual estimation on the other

hand is available and several modeling tools have been fully developed to be used for managing

this issue. Therefore, the annual result is used in the preliminary estimation of the pollutograph

and loading graph.

The pollutograph essentially is the concentration of a water quality constituent in terms of

mg/L (mass per volume of runoff) versus time; while the loading graph is a mass of pollutant

(gram or lbs) versus time (Wanielista, 1978). The pollutograph as well as loading graph is a

function of many factors that affected the runoff Wanielista (1978) has developed the

pollutograph and loading graph for the urban storm runoff which correlated with several main

factors as list in the following:

1. Volume of runoff in each time interval

2. Percentage of impervious

3. Initial quantity of surface pollutant

The general equation for the loading graph was derived based on the studies conducted by

the DRS research company (1978), which assumed that the amount of pollutant washed off
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surface, (dP) , in any time interval, dt, is proportional to the amount of pollutant remaining on the

surface, P. Mathematically, can be written as:

dP
-=-KP
dt

This integrates to

Po-P=Po(1-e-Kt )

Where: Po = initial loading, lb

P = Pound remaining after time, t

K = Constant

t = time

Po-P = Pound washed away in time, t

(42)

(43)

The constant, K, is a function of runoff or rainfall excess. According to Wanielista (1978), to

estimate K, it was assumed that a uniform runoff of 0.5 in. Ih will wash off 90% of the initial

pollutant load in one hour. Therefore, K is obtained and is 4.6

The above equation becomes,

Po - P =Po (1- e-46rt)

Where: r= excess rainfall (in. Ihr)

(44)

The above equation is only applied where the runoff rate is constant which not the case in

the most storm event is. Therefore, a modification is required in order to apply that equation for

an event of the storm as has derived by Wanielista (1978) with the fundamental numerical

differentiation. The final equation for loading function to predict the wash off pollutant to the

down stream is:

AD_46 P (At)min_ lbD.£ - . ravg oX -
60

(45)
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Where: ravg = impervious area runoff rate, in/hr

Volume (ft 3
)

ravg =------=--'--
(M)min xAacres x60.5

(46)

Po = the initial quantity of surface which is the function of land use and type of pollutant

Heaney (1976) present the relationship initial surface pollutant with the type ofland uses

and pollutants which known as Storm management model level I analysis (SWMM level I

analysis)

Po = \}J(i,)) I fi(PD) (47)

Where: 'P (i, j) = coefficient for storm runoff area for pollutant i and land use type j, lbs/ac/yr/in

'P (i, j) is obtained from the GIS operation in the PLOAD techniques.

I = Annual precipitation, inlyr

fi = population density for land use i, people/acres

The value of those coefficients and formula to calculate summarized in the following

table:

Table 5 various pollutants and land use coefficient to compute Po

I
Land use type Acres Hectares Imperv A*lm fi 'II(TSS) 'II(TN) (in)
Evergreen Forest Land 1588.83 642.98 2 1286 0.1 2.7 0.061 85
Shrub and Brush
Rangeland 421.777 170.688 2 341.4 0.1 2.7 0.061 85
Residential 618.846 250.439 25 6261 1.9 16.3 0.131 85
Other Urban or Built-up
Land 15.847 6.413 15 96.2 1 22.2 0.296 85
Commercial and Services 31.025 12.556 85 1067 1 22.2 0.296 85
Commercial and Services 43.829 17.737 85 1508 1 22.2 0.296 85
Shrub and Brush
Rangeland 1.617 0.654 2 1.308 0.2 2.7 0.061 85
Residential 166.193 67.256 25 1681 1.9 16.3 0.131 85
Mixed Rangeland 144.281 58.389 2 116.8 0.1 2.7 0.061 85
Commercial and Services 38.964 15.768 85 1340 1 22.2 0.296 85

(Obtamed from GIS operatIOn)
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The concentration in each time increment can be obtained the ration of loading function

and total runoff volume.

C(mg I L) = AP 16019 (48)
Runoff volume from total impervious area

The following summary lists are the simple algorithm to construct the loading graph and

pollutograph:

1. Given the storm hydrograph

2. Annual rainfall intensity, land use and pollutant factor

3. Calculate the percentage of impervious area

4. Set the interval time (At) and calculate the volume of runoff in each time interval

5. Calculate initial surface pollutant loading (Po)

6. Calculate the loading function (AP)

7. Calculate the concentration

The computation is given in chapter six and here are the pollutograph and loading curve as a

result of the storm runoff at the Manoa watershed on February, 27 2004
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Loading and pollutograph for TSS
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Figure 27 Pollutograph and loading graph for Manoa watershed

Table 6 Computation ofLoading and pollutograph

t, U(t)or Volume ~runOff),

MIN IUH ft ravo PO,Ibs DP,lbs sum(DP) TSS, mg/L
0 0 0 0 327952 0 0 0
15 232.81 209525.6428 0.06117 327952 23068.67 23068.6668 1763.6838
30 591.08 531974.2249 0.1553 304883.3332 54450.18 77518.8449 1639.6234
45 844.16 759742.6825 0.22179 250433.1551 63875.36 141394.208 1346.7974
60 952.57 857309.066 0.25027 186557.792 53694.01 195088.218 1003.2839
75 944.73 850258.2601 0.24822 132863.7819 37925.6 233013.822 714.52436
100 787.36 708626.4551 0.20687 94938.17839 22585.69 255599.508 510.56534
120 618.48 556635.7263 0.1625 72352.49234 13520.71 269120.221 389.10242
150 389.35 350411.1668 0.1023 58831 .77905 6920.938 276041.159 316.38976
200 152.12 136909.4635 0.03997 51910.84119 2385.979 278427.138 279.16984
250 52.238 47014.47083 0.01372 49524.86247 781.6815 279208.819 266.33835
300 16.532 14878.94376 0.00434 48743.18092 243.4787 279452.298 262.13457
400 1.4196 1277.631735 0.00037 48499.70221 20.8027 279473.1 260.82517
500 0.1071 96.42326481 2.8E-05 48478.8995 1.569313 279474.67 260.7133
600 0.0075 6.706569659 2E-06 48477.33019 0.109148 279474.779 260.70486
700 0.0005 0.440910188 1.3E-07 48477.22104 0.007176 279474.786 260.70427
800 3E-05 0.02781571 8.1E-09 48477.21386 0.000453 279474.787 260.70423
1000 1E-07 0.000101396 3E-11 48477.21341 1.65E-06 279474.787 260.70423
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With the same method, the loading and pollutograph were constructed as can be seen in

the following table and figure.

Pollutograph (TN) and loading graph (sum(DP))

r~,
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Figure 28 loading and pollutograph for total nitrogen for Manoa stream

Table 7 Computation of loading function and pollutograph for Nitrogen (TN)

U(t)
v, tet, min (IUH) r TiMl PO,Ibs DP,Ibs Sum(DP) TN, mglL

0 0 0 0 18549 0 0 0
15 232.81 209525.6428 0.06117 18549 1304.766 1304.76625 99.754141
30 591.08 531974.2249 0.1553 17244.23375 3079.708 4384.47411 92.737276
45 844.16 759742.6825 0.22179 14164.52589 3612.797 7997.27144 76.175002
60 952.57 857309.066 0.25027 10551.72856 3036.939 11034.2104 56.745842
75 944.73 850258.2601 0.24822 7514.789636 2145.076 13179.2865 40.413574

100 787.36 708626.4551 0.20687 5369.713467 1277.449 14456.7353 28.87763
120 618.48 556635.7263 0.1625 4092.264662 764.733 15221.4683 22.007674
150 389.35 350411 .1668 0.1023 3327.53168 391.449 15612.9173 17.895038
200 152.12 136909.4635 0.03997 2936.082699 134.9512 15747.8685 15.789876
250 52.238 47014.47083 0.01372 2801.131489 44.21199 15792.0805 15.064126
300 16.532 14878.94376 0.00434 2756.919497 13.77118 15805.8517 14.826359
400 1.4196 1277.631735 0.00037 2743.148315 1.176603 15807.0283 14.7523
500 0.1071 96.42326481 2.8E-05 2741.971712 0.088761 15807.117 14.745972
600 0.0075 6.706569659 2E-06 2741.882951 0.006173 15807.1232 14.745495
700 0.0005 0.440910188 1.3E-07 2741.876778 0.000406 15807.1236 14.745461
800 3E-05 0.02781571 8.1E-09 2741.876372 2.56E-05 15807.1237 14.745459

1000 1E-07 0.000101396 3E-11 2741.876346 9.33E-08 15807.1237 14.745459
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Best management practice (BMP)

Based on the simulated model, the modeler/planner can select the best management

practice to do some mitigation of the pollution loading to the environment. The idea of BMP is

basically to find a way or method that can help to mitigate or control the total pollution loading

from various sources (point and non point) to the receiving water or the outlet of watershed to

maintain the environmental quality at the desirable level (ASCE, 2001).

Various methods are available to be used for preventing the pollution loading due to the

point source and non point sources. ASCE (2001) has recommended several options for the best

management practice (BMP) to prevent the pollution loading to the receiving water. The

methods that were recommended include storm water pond, Alum injection, constructed wetland,

infiltration, media filters etc.

Several technical factors have to be considered in order to select the appropriate BMP

methods: land availability, type of pollutant to be removed, groundwater level, soil types, BMP

costs, maintenance costs and desired pollutant removal efficiency (Smoley, 1993).

For this thesis research concern, the pollutant loading for each type of pollutant IS

simulated. Based on this simulation and given the permit discharge of the storm runoff, the

removal efficiency can be calculate. Based this result the design of the system can be done with

consider some other design variables.
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Chapter VI

Integrated application of BASINS model and linear system theory in Manoa watershed

The models that have developed based on the linear system as well as the EPA models are

applied in this section. The IUH as well as synthetic unit hydrograph is applied with some of the

historical data available for Manoa watershed. Water quality analysis which focused on the total

suspended solid (TSS) and total nitrogen (TN) are simulated with the related storm event based

on the annual estimation with EPA PLOAD model. Verification of the linear system model to

some a historical data is done. However, the observation data is not available for water quality

part. This is a common obstacle for many scientists who are dealing with the watershed

modeling.

BASINS model on the other hand, is a sophisticate modeling system that is applied in Manoa

watershed. PLOAD and HSPF were planned to apply for hydrological as well as water quality

estimation. However, input data to the HSPF is tremendous and is not available enough in

Manoa watershed. Therefore, only the PLOAD model will be applied and discussed in more

detail.

Linear system Application

As has discussed earlier that linear system theory relies on the input and output system

and the model can be developed in both synthetic and with the given historical data. In this

application, both methods are developed and applied.
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Constructing IUD for Manoa watershed on Oahu Island

Waikele and Manoa watersheds are used in this modeling study to construct the IUH

since the USGS gauging stations at the outlet of the watershed are still continuing to recording

the stream flow data as an effect of the rainfall. The rainfalls data on the other hand, can be

easily retrieved from the NOAA weather stations around the watershed and further calculate the

arithmetic average rainfall.

Manoa stream data, the data was obtained from the USGS gauging 16245000 at
near UB Manoa (lower campus)

Table 8 Real data for Manoa watershed February 27 2004

Real time Direct runoff (R), cfs Effective rainfall (I), in

11 :30 0 0

11 :45 41 0.102
12:00 160 0.074
12:15 258 0.02

12:30 312 0.03

12:45 436 0.254
13:00 782 0.023
13:15 663
13:30 611

13:45 457
14:00 406
14:15 351

14:30 311
14:45 271
15:00 236
15:15 201
15:30 176
15:45 151
16:00 121

16:15 111
16:30 96
16:45 76
17:00 51
17:15 36
17:30 26
17:45 11
18:00 1

With the application of moment techniques as follow:
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N L(
M(I)l=L~ = 58.81 min

;=0 11

N R'(
M(R)l =L~ = 142.56 min

;=0 11

M(R)2 =±Ii ~i2 =25749.3 min2

i=O Iz

Therefore, NK = M(R)l-M(I)l = 142.56 - 58.81 = 87.95 and,

N (N+1) K2 =M(R)2-M(I)2 =25749.3-3684.1 = 22065.2

Combining these two equations with the method of elimination, the value of Nand K can be

calculated.

N = 1.65, Select 2

K=43 min

L (base time) = 58.81 min

Substitute these two given parameters to the IUH equation:

Therefore, the final equation for Manoa watershed for this particular event is:

t -t
IUH =5193.33 (_)2 exp(-)

K K

dIUH
Peak flow can be reached when: --=0 and then tp = K (N-l)

dt
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Therefore:

{b =5193.33 (N _1)N-1l exp(-(N -1)) =1911 cis

With the rainfall depth = 0.503 in, Qp = 961 cfs

Table 9 Computation with the gamma distribution

t t/to U(O,t)
0 0 0
10 0.151515 239.357127
20 0.30303 707.1344023
30 0.454545 1175.114259
40 0.606061 1542.954718
50 0.757576 1780.610042
60 0.909091 1893.768646
66 1 1910.511513
70 1.060606 1903.777162
80 1.212121 1836.519814
100 1.515152 1565.333455
200 3.030303 302.4286801
500 7.575758 0.212995946

IUH for Manoa
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Figure 29 IUH for Manoa watershed
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Figure 30 Comparison ofTraditional UH and IUH

Computation ofIUH for Waikele stream

The data was retrieved from the active USGS gauging station at outlet of the watershed February

26,2004

Table 10 Rainfall and runoff data from the Gauging 16213000 (Waikele, February 26 2004)

Real time Precipitation. in Q. cfs DR ER
13:30 0.03 16 0 0
13:45 0.11 17 1 0
14:00 0.31 20 4 0
14:15 0.34 26 10 0
14:30 0.55 40 24 0.04
14:45 0.6 134 118 0.09
15:00 0.17 274 258 0
15:15 0.25 200 184 0
15:30 0.08 112 96 0
15:45 0.04 108 92 0
16:00 0.04 145 129 0
16:15 0.03 153 137 0
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16:30 0.02 1090 1074 0
16:45 0 1510 1494 0
17:00 0 1260 1244 0
17:15 0 1040 1024 0
17:30 0 1090 1074 0
17:45 0 940 924 0
18:00 0 765 749 0
18:15 0 625 609 0
18:30 0 480 464 0
18:45 0 378 362 0
19:00 0 303 287 0
19:15 0 243 227 0
19:30 0 283 267 0
19:45 0 413 397 0
20:00 0 372 356 0
20:15 0 323 307 0
20:30 0 293 277 0
20:45 0 265 249 0
21:00 0 235 219 0
21 :15 0 215 199 0
21:30 0 197 181 0
21:45 0 180 164 0
22:00 0 168 152 0
22:15 0 156 140 0
22:30 0 148 132 0
22:45 0 137 121 0
23:00 0 132 116 0
23:15 0 127 111 0
23:30 0 122 106 0
23:45 0 117 101 0

0:00 0 110 94 0
0:15 0 100 84 0
0:30 0 95 79 0
0:45 0 90 74 0
1:00 0 80 64 0
1:15 0 75 59 0
1:30 0 70 54 0
1:45 0 60 44 0
2:00 0 50 34 0
2:15 0 40 24 0

With the application of the moment theory and gamma distribution the result was

obtained as can be seen the following figure and table.

N =3, K = 81.73

L (base time) = 245.2 min
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With the same computation process, the value of peak and time to peak can be obtained as

showing in the following:

Qp =6250.2 cfs, with the depth = 0.13 in, therefore the real peak discharge is equal to 823 cfs and

time to peak equal to 163.46 min.

1 -1
IUH =6250*(-)3 *exp(-))

K K

IUH for Waikele stream
7000
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% 3000~
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0
a 200 400 600 800 1000
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Figure 31 Comparison of IUH with the synthetic unit hydrograph

In this study the IUH that constructed from the rainfall-runoff data at Manoa watershed is

compare to the synthetic unit hydrograph with the GIS approach.

General equation for the IUH:

1 -I
IUH =5193.33 (_)2 exp(-)

K K

General equation from the synthetic unit hydrograph with the gamma fitting curve:

IUH



a =3.6976-0.000179*Y +1.96* Dd-O.0013*S

fJ = 2.677 + 0.136 *Y -150.34 *Dd - 0.57 *S

Given Manoa watershed properties:

Area (A) = 4.86 mile2

Curve number (CN) =72, S = 3.89

Slope (Y) = 4.42 %

Drainage density (Dd) = 0.001104

With the general equation:

a =3.694, ~ =0.895, and tp = 3.31 hr'

QP = 877.34 cfs

IUH = 877.34 (~)36941 exp(3.694(1- ~))
Ip Ip

With the fitting ofgamma distribution function, the computation can be tabulated as

follow and plotted in the Figure 28.

Table 11 Computation of IUB and Synthetic unit hydrograph

t Uto U(O,t)/ (IUH) Synthetic UH
0 0 0 0
15 0.227273 232.8063 1.91438
30 0.454545 591.0825 18.74405
45 0.681818 844.1585 63.41252
60 0.909091 952.5656 138.8447
75 1.136364 944.7314 239.522
100 1.363636 787.3627 435.4316
120 1.590909 618.4841 588.6487
150 1.818182 389.3457 768.2504
200 2.045455 152.1216 877.2599
250 2.272727 52.2383 789.2518

87
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300 2.5 16.53216 610.6789
400 2.727273 1.419591 275.1314
500 2.954545 0.107137 97.66281
600 3.181818 0.007452 29.81455
700 3.409091 0.00049 8.202254
800 3.636364 3.09E-05 2.091024
1000 3.863636 1.13E-07 0.115545

Synthetic and IUH for Manoa watershed

Synthetic unit
hydrograph

IUH with Nash
method with real data

ro ....-----,---

200 -++--I--~--~----------~

400 --I-'--~--------\-------------,

600 -l---"-~~-______"_-------------------'

1200

1000 --}---------------1

o 200 400 600
time, min

800 1000 1200

Figure 32 Synthetic unit hydrograph and IUH

Model verification

In order to provide a reliable result for the modeling system, models should be calibrated

and verified with the observed data. The process of calibration and verification in watershed

management is often very difficult due to the unavailability of the long term reliable data.

Moreover, it is impossible to fully calibrate the long term performance of water quality with the

no or lack of the historical data.

Therefore, in many practical applications, hydrological calibration and verification are

always the first step in the calibration and verification purpose. The reason is because the
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hydrological data such as rainfall and stream flow are available and have been fully established

the field data.

Calibration means to adjust some of the physical parameters such as stream channel,

roughness so that the output model becomes as close as possible to the observed data and is

usually done with the physically based model (Donigian et aI, 2003). The system approach

model on the other hand, has no glue of calibration. Therefore, verification can be acceptable

enough to support the reliability of the model.

In this research, several historical stream flow data is used to verify the linear system

model that was developed. Summary the linear system model with the relationship obtained is

given in the following lists:

Table 12 Summary of equations from both IUH with Nash, method and synthetic method

Synthetic Unit hydrograph with

Watershed IUH with Nash Gamma function

1. Manoa

t -t
IUH =877.34 (~)36941 exp(3.694(1- ~))IUH =5193.33 (_)2 exp(-)

43 43 tp tp

2. Waikele
IUH =6250* (~)3 *exp(-~)

IUH =3072 *(~t *exp(1-~)K K
tp tp

Each of this equation will be used to predict some of the stream flow in both Manoa and

Waikele watershed with given the excess rainfall. In this exercise, only Manoa watershed is

verified.

Table 13 rainfall runoff data at Manoa watershed at October 29 2000



time ER Q cal Observed
1:45 0.15 0 111
2:00 0.46 271.9714 161
2:15 767.5121 311
2:30 1218.343 341
2:45 1528.09 436
3:00 1684.5 1731
3:15 1711.336 1251
3:30 1643.353 811
3:45 1514.317 711
4:00 1352.146 600
4:15 1177.716 500
4:30 1005.375 453
4:45 844.1254 322
5:00 698.929 249
5:15 571.8793 200
5:30 463.1618 161
5:45 371.7852 134
6:00 296.1092 110
6:15 234.2076 95
6:30 184.1048 80
6:45 143.9196 74
7:00 111.9439 65
7:15 86.67804 56
7:30 66.83767 51
7:45 51.34404 44
8:00 39.30515 37
8:15 29.99288 34
8:30 22.81922 28
8:45 17.31376 26
9:00 13.10307 20
9:15 9.892854 17
9:30 7.452542 12
9:45 5.602514 9

10:00 4.203517 7
10:15 3.148072 6
10:30 2.353558 4
10:45 1.756692 2
11 :00 1.30917 1
11 :15 0 0

Total depth of rainfall = 0.61 in

90
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IUH verification for Manoa
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Figure 33 Stream flow verification (Observe data and calculated data)

Total suspended solid (TSS) and total nitrogen transport can also be calculated and plotted in the

following figure.

Table 14 Computation of loading and pollutograph (TSS) for Manoa watershed with storm

(10/29/00)

t, Volume ~runoff),

MIN Q. cfs ft r avo Po DP.lbs sum(DP) TSS, mg/L

0 0 0 0 538849.5139 0 0 0
15 271.97 244774.26 0.07146 538849.5139 44280.07 44280.0673 2897.8635
30 767.51 690760.89 0.20165 494569.4466 114691.2 158971.256 2659.731
45 1218.3 1096508.7 0.3201 379878.2578 139840 298811.299 2042.9365
60 1528.1 1375281 0.40148 240038.2144 110827.3 409638.627 1290.8947
75 1684.5 1516050 0.44258 129210.8868 65763.92 475402.543 694.87956
90 1711.3 1540202.4 0.44963 63446.9713 32806.79 508209.331 341.20967
105 1643.4 1479017.7 0.43177 30640.18256 15213.87 523423.203 164.77897
120 1514.3 1362885.3 0.39787 15426.31082 7058.24 530481.443 82.960719
135 1352.1 1216931.4 0.35526 8368.070917 3418.743 533900.186 45.002411
150 1177.7 1059944.4 0.30943 4949.327717 1761.182 535661.369 26.616849
165 1005.4 904837.5 0.26415 3188.145358 968.4646 536629.833 17.145436
180 844.13 759712.86 0.22178 2219.680791 566.1285 537195.962 11.937158
195 698.93 629036.1 0.18363 1653.552273 349.1954 537545.157 8.8925919
210 571.88 514691.37 0.15025 1304.356861 225.3815 537770.539 7.0146638
225 463.16 416845.62 0.12169 1078.97532 150.9947 537921.533 5.8025908
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240 371.79 334606.68 0.09768 927.9805918 104.2434 538025.777 4.9905605

255 296.11 266498.28 0.0778 823.7372007 73.69841 538099.475 4.4299529

270 234.21 210786.84 0.06153 750.0387903 53.0765 538152.552 4.0336123

285 184.1 165694.32 0.04837 696.9622937 38.76965 538191.321 3.7481738

300 143.92 129527.64 0.03781 658.1926389 28.62138 538219.943 3.5396755

315 111.94 100749.51 0.02941 629.5712632 21.29428 538241.237 3.3857534
330 86.678 78010.236 0.02277 608.2769876 15.93045 538257.167 3.2712356

345 66.838 60153.903 0.01756 592.3465389 11.9623 538269.13 3.1855637

360 51.344 46209.636 0.01349 580.3842387 9.003745 538278.133 3.1212319

375 39.305 35374.635 0.01033 571.3804937 6.785665 538284.919 3.072811
390 29.993 26993.592 0.00788 564.5948288 5.116496 538290.036 3.0363185
405 22.819 20537.298 0.006 559.4783332 3.857462 538293.893 3.0088027

420 17.314 15582.384 0.00455 555.6208716 2.906615 538296.8 2.9880577
435 13.103 11792.763 0.00344 552.7142568 2.188221 538298.988 2.9724263

450 9.8929 8903.5686 0.0026 550.5260353 1.645572 538300.633 2.9606584

465 7.4525 6707.2878 0.00196 548.8804629 1.235947 538301.869 2.9518087
480 5.6025 5042.2626 0.00147 547.6445162 0.927042 538302.796 2.9451619
495 4.2035 3783.1653 0.0011 546.7174746 0.694374 538303.491 2.9401764
510 3.1481 2833.2648 0.00083 546.0231008 0.519366 538304.01 2.9364421

525 2.3536 2118.2022 0.00062 545.5037352 0.387918 538304.398 2.9336491
540 1.7567 1581.0228 0.00046 545.115817 0.289336 538304.687 2.9315629
555 1.3092 1178.253 0.00034 544.8264813 0.215512 538304.903 2.9300069
570 0 0 0 544.6109691 0 538304.903 0
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Figure 34 TSS loading associate with the runoff



Table 15 Computation of loading and pollutograph (TN) for Manoa watershed with storm

(10/29/00

93

t, min Q, cfs V, ft3 r avo PO,lbs DP Sum(DP) TN

0 0 0 0 18549 0 0 0

15 271.97 244774.26 0.07146 18549 1524.268 1524.26781 99.754141

30 767.51 690760.89 0.20165 17024.73219 3948.054 5472.32159 91.556824

45 1218.3 1096508.7 0.3201 13076.67841 4813.761 10286.0829 70.324698

60 1528.1 1375281 0.40148 8262.917056 3815.047 14101.1297 44.436907
75 1684.5 1516050 0.44258 4447.870281 2263.814 16364.9433 23.920075

90 1711.3 1540202.4 0.44963 2184.056662 1129.319 17494.2626 11.745576

105 1643.4 1479017.7 0.43177 1054.737421 523.7123 18017.9749 5.6722425

120 1514.3 1362885.3 0.39787 531.0251416 242.9682 18260.9431 2.855785

135 1352.1 1216931.4 0.35526 288.0569499 117.6846 18378.6276 1.5491333
150 1177.7 1059944.4 0.30943 170.3723905 60.62578 18439.2534 0.9162408

165 1005.4 904837.5 0.26415 109.7466115 33.33779 18472.5912 0.5902032
180 844.13 759712.86 0.22178 76.40882645 19.48803 18492.0792 0.4109169
195 698.93 629036.1 0.18363 56.92079202 12.02047 18504.0997 0.3061127
210 571.88 514691.37 0.15025 44.90031964 7.758385 18511.8581 0.2414682
225 463.16 416845.62 0.12169 37.14193423 5.197743 18517.0558 0.1997446

240 371.79 334606.68 0.09768 31.94419138 3.588406 18520.6442 0.1717918
255 296.11 266498.28 0.0778 28.35578569 2.536945 18523.1812 0.1524938

270 234.21 210786.84 0.06153 25.81884026 1.82707 18525.0082 0.1388504

285 184.1 165694.32 0.04837 23.99176997 1.334581 18526.3428 0.1290247
300 143.92 129527.64 0.03781 22.65718896 0.985243 18527.3281 0.1218475
315 111.94 100749.51 0.02941 21.67194562 0.73302 18528.0611 0.1165489
330 86.678 78010.236 0.02277 20.93892553 0.548379 18528.6095 0.1126069
345 66.838 60153.903 0.01756 20.39054628 0.411782 18529.0212 0.1096577
360 51.344 46209.636 0.01349 19.97876395 0.309939 18529.3312 0.1074432
375 39.305 35374.635 0.01033 19.66882498 0.233585 18529.5648 0.1057764
390 29.993 26993.592 0.00788 19.43523973 0.176127 18529.7409 0.1045202
405 22.819 20537.298 0.006 19.25911286 0.132787 18529.8737 0.103573
420 17.314 15582.384 0.00455 19.12632615 0.100055 18529.9737 0.1028589
435 13.103 11792.763 0.00344 19.02627076 0.075326 18530.0491 0.1023208
450 9.8929 8903.5686 0.0026 18.95094487 0.056646 18530.1057 0.1019157
465 7.4525 6707.2878 0.00196 18.89429877 0.042545 18530.1482 0.1016111
480 5.6025 5042.2626 0.00147 18.85175335 0.031912 18530.1802 0.1013823
495 4.2035 3783.1653 0.0011 18.81984149 0.023903 18530.2041 0.1012107
510 3.1481 2833.2648 0.00083 18.79593882 0.017878 18530.2219 0.1010821
525 2.3536 2118.2022 0.00062 18.77806052 0.013353 18530.2353 0.100986
540 1.7567 1581.0228 0.00046 18.76470708 0.00996 18530.2453 0.1009142
555 1.3092 1178.253 0.00034 18.75474718 0.007419 18530.2527 0.1008606
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Figure 35 Total nitrogen associate with the runoff

BASINS application

As pointed out previously, the input data for HSPF modeling system is extremely huge

and is not available in the site interest. Therefore, in this exercise the PLOAD model is applied to

estimate the annual average loading of several pollutant parameters.

This model is a GIS based system and how to format and prepare the GIS data has

discussed in the GIS section. Therefore, in this section is focused on the result of the PLOAD

model.

1. PLOAD model application

Input data for the model, which includes land, use coverage, watershed boundary,

pollutant-loading table, imperviousness table as has discussed in the water quality

section.

The output ofthe model
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The output of the PLOAD model is an annual pollutant loading to the outlet of a

watershed as well as total annual flow rate. The display map of the each pollutant loading

from each different land uses can be seen in the following figure and table.

PLOAD Mooetapplication
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Figure 36 Nitrogen loading from each different land uses
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Figure 37 Total suspended solid loading from each different land uses
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Figure 38 Average total annual load ofTSS to Manoa watershed
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Figure 39 Average total annual load of nitrogen to Manoa watershed

With the GIS analysis, the total average of each pollutant load due to different land uses

(forestland, wetland, residential) can be estimated as can be seen in the following table.

Table 16Total annual loading and mean concentration of nitrogen and TSS

Sub basin Acres LD Tss LD Tn Flow (cf/yr) EMC Tss EMC Tn
1 343.4256 12504.4355 673.3034 6497949.431 30.8797 1.6627
2 241.3221 5406.4072 313.0025 4566050.687 19 1.1
3 150.0418 4933.9679 269.0977 2838938.284 27.8886 1.521
4 115.892 3774.1731 206.1067 2192789.151 27.6192 1.5083
5 17.7421 1088.7941 62.0455 529881.1867 32.9726 1.879
7 220.8619 8687.5693 497.6095 5229323.251 26.6587 1.527
6 364.8249 11556.0504 647.0179 7322638.928 25.3237 1.4179
8 28.9112 4504.1864 255.2462 1630275.401 44.3344 2.5124
11 205.665 11846.3012 675.4726 5924671.557 32.0852 1.8295
13 395.1694 63454.3516 3595.4042 22827069.77 44.6064 2.5275
12 123.3545 6164.0387 351.9874 3290554.916 30.0595 1.7165
14 168.4757 26773.7503 1515.2166 9963522.461 43.1203 2.4403
20 151.5244 8328.2739 460.9129 3810915.598 35.068 1.9408
19 364.6519 111279.66 6325.3429 35323937.22 50.5513 2.8734
21 12.3058 4403.2463 249.989 1340860.386 52.6957 2.9917
22 167.0425 43246.2552 2451.3102 14210720.47 48.8335 2.768
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Total annual loading for nitrogen (TN) = 18549.0652Ibs/year (8.42 tons/year); total annual

loading for suspended solid (TSS) = 327951.461 lbs/year (149 tons/year).

2. HSPF model application

As has indicated earlier that the input data to the HSPF model is extremely huge

and in many area the date might not be available. Like in Manoa watershed, several input

data required such as solar radiation, evaporation, cloud cover are not available.

Therefore, it was not really applied to the HSPF model in this research which was

planned to applied in this study. The diagram below shows the hydrological simulation

that was obtained with the HSPF.
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Figure 40 Output ofHSPF for Hydrological simulation in Manoa watershed

The HSPF is the real time hydrological as well as water quality parameters

simulation. Therefore, application ofHSPF can really indicate the phenomena in real

time basis.
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Figure 41 Hydrological simulations with HSPF in Manoa watershed
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Chapter VII

A proposed model application to Seical watershed in East Timor

The main environmental problem in East Timor

The main environmental problem in East Timor, especially in rural area is about the

deforestation, which mainly due to the agriculture practice by burning the forest for an

agriculture practice. The phenomena will affect the equilibrium of the water resource due to the

lost of forest as a storage of the water. Watershed approach has been an effective ways to

manage water resource and land management. The best management practice for the watershed

approach is by doing the land management and its conservation (Novontny and Chesters, 1981).

Most of the watersheds in East Timor are classified into the so-called rural watershed. This

classification is based on the land use coverage different in the urban and rural area. Most of the

land in a rural area is used for agriculture, forest conservation, grassland and unconsolidated

land. As a result, the non-point source pollution from urban and rural land is quite different. For

instance, the agricultural land in the rural area tends to produce more nitrogen than land use in

urban land.

In regard to East Timor watershed, most of the non-point source loading is due to the soil

erosion. This is due to the fact the elevation different is very high from the upland to the low land

and the most importantly the vegetation cover in the upland has been removed for some reason,

for example agriculture practice. With the lost of vegetation in the upland and the different

elevation issues, the erosion of soil to the stream becomes a major problem not only water

quality but also the loss of the soil and its nutrient for agricultural practice. Therefore, two

general goals of the watershed approach in East Timor to support the sustainable development of

agriculture in East Timor are:
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1. Land management and forest conservation

2. Water resource management

These two goals have to be implemented simultaneously since each of the subjects is related

closely. In other words, by applying an appropriate land management practices the watershed is

expected for improving. Ultimately, the success ofwatershed approach can support in agriculture

development in two ways:

1. Provide sufficient water supply for irrigation as well as other purposes of water uses.

With availability of water, production of a certain crops such as rice, corn or vegetable

can be increased twice or three times in a year. While today, the production is rely

heavily on the rain water which only several months in a year.

2. Prevent the loss of the soil which includes nutrients that is very important for certain

crops and other agriculture products. The availability of the soil and the nutrient content,

as well as the sufficient water, the crops yield is expected to increase

Methodology

Various methodologies are available and have been used successfully in many parts of the

world to manage watershed and land management. However, selecting an appropriate method

can help to avoid the concept of trial and error. Based on the problem describes previously,

several methods are proposed for using this study to predict the sediment transport due to soil

erosIOn.

1. Universal soil loss equation (USLE) or revise universal soil loss equation (RUSLE).
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This method was originally designed for predicting the sediment transport due to the soil

erosion in some rural areas in United Sates in the early of 1970s. This method was

formulated by Wischmeier and Smith (1972):

A = (R)(K)(LS)(C)(P) .... (1)

Where:

A = computed soil loss in tonnes/ha for a given a storm

R = rainfall energy factor

K = soil erodibility factor

LS = slope-length factor

C = cropping management (vegetative cover) factor

P = erosion control practice factor

The USLE is designed to be simple and comprehensive and the most importantly it is

easy of adopting the new GIS technology. It is obvious from the equation that most of the

parameters (soil erodibility, rainfall factor, slope, etc) are highly geographic distributed.

Therefore, the GIS tool available today can really help in estimating those parameters.

2. Unit hydrograph and pollutograph approach

Unit hydrograph and pollutograph that developed for my master thesis research can also

be used to predict the hydrological profile as well as the nutrient transport to the

downstream ofthe watershed.

3. Field measurement/observed data

Above all methods, the field observed data is very important to the development

of the study. The real observed data is the real phenomena that must be taken into

consideration in preventing in soil erosion.
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4. Several management practices for soil and water conservation

Synthetic model application
As pointed out in previous sections that for the watershed there is no historical data, the

synthetic methods are applied to estimate roughly the stream flow and water quality as well.

The synthetic method for unit hydrograph has been fully developed and the correlations

can be used to predict the stream flow with the input of effective rainfall. Synthetic development

for the water quality on the other hand is developed simultaneously from the stream flow unit

hydrograph and watershed properties. As a result the model is more general and can be applied

in any ungauge watershed.

In this particular research, the application of the model will be focused on a watershed

that has selected for pilot study of the research and development in East Timor. The watershed is

located at the district of Baucau, East Timor, as can be seen in the following figure. This is

considered as a rural watershed, which is widely used for agriculture practice such as paddy and

other crops (Metzner, 1977). Some part of the area considered as unconsolidated land.

Due to the lack of the watershed information such as drainage area, stream profile and

topography map, the field trip would be necessary for completing this study. In this model

application, the arbitrary values of some input parameters are taken such as rainfall, runoff curve

number, slope, and drainage density.

Then later, when the historical data is available, the model can be calibrated for use in the

area of interest. With the hydrological information provided by the model, the planner can use

this hydrological information to design the water resource facilities such as irrigation system,

water supply and the control of the environmental degradation.
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Due to the limited hydrological information and the lack of the information about the

watershed, this part of the work is put as a pending work that will be done in the future research.

Seical watershed

Seical River is located at district of Baucau in the eastern part of East Timor. The

watershed area around this river is called Seical watershed (Timor Leste Agriculture

Rehabilitation project, 2003). The main land use in the Seical watershed is for agriculture

practice, especially rice field and com, other than that are grass land and forest. However, the

percentage of land use for agriculture development and its yield are remaining low due to the

scarcity ofwater for irrigation and the lack of some nutrient in the soil, as indicated in the soil kit

test that has been conducted by the University ofHawaii team in East Timor.

According to Nunes at the Forestry manager in East Timor, Seical River is one the big

rivers in East Timor and flows throughout the year. However, the flow rate in the river deficits in

some months at dry seasons, which up to six months and the flow rate in the river, becomes very

low.

Therefore, designing the irrigation system such as Dam, ditch and other facilities are

extremely important to maintain the amount of water in every season to be used for increasing

agriculture product ion in this area.
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The Map Seical Watershed

o

Vlqueque

o

N

Figure 42 Baucau districts where the selected watenhed is located

The digital elevation model (OEM) for East Timor is available through NASA and can be

used to generate the stream network and watershed boundary. Although the parameters

estimation might not be accurate enough due to the resolution of the DEM which has size 90 x

90 meter grid cell, the preliminary estimation of this moment acceptable and the more accurate

estimation can be obtained from either using higher DEM resolution (i.e. 10 meter or 30 meter

cell) or survey to estimate the stream network properties.
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Figure 43 SeicaI drainage network

N

From DEM processing, the drainage network and other important parameters can be

estimated for constructing the unit hydrograph.

Agriculture and forestland are the major land uses in the Seical watershed. From this land

use information, the runoff curve number can be predicted for this initial estimation. The

equations that were developed as synthetics model are presented here and will be used to

simulate the unit hydrograph for Seical watershed.

a =3.6976-0.000179*Y +1.96* Dd -0.0013* S

p =2.677 +0.136*Y -150.34* Dd -0.57* S
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a and ~ are the gamma distribution parameters estimated in the synthetic unit hydrograph part.

There is no clue for the percentage of land uses distribution in the Seical area, therefore,

assuming that that 20% forestland, 30 % agriculture land, and grassland probably 30% and other

20%. Based on this assumption, the runoff curve number is assigned to each land use. The

average curve number is about 70.

The drainage network properties were obtained from the DEM processing and several

parameters are estimated. Slope of the stream channel is about 8% and the drainage density is

about 0.0003 m/m2
. Given this information, the instantaneous unit hydrograph can be

constructed for the Seical drainage.

Area = 252 km2 (97.22 miles2
)

Y=8%

Dd = 0.0003

S = 4.29

a=3.691

~=1.275

Time to peak for the instantaneous rainfall depth 1 in is 4.71 hours and time of

concentration is 7.081 hr. By using those parameters, the relationship between rainfall and runoff

can be developed. Further analysis unit hydrograph can be developed.

A
Qp =484 - =9990 cfs

tp

The simple triangle unit hydrograph for this watershed can be constructed with the known three

parameters (Peak discharge and time to peak, time of concentration, and flow at the time of

concentration).
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Figure 44 Unit hydrograph of Seical Basins with synthetically method
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Chapter VIII

Results and discussions

Linear system is successfully applied in this research in both water quantity (stream flow)

and quality (Pollution loading) analysis for a storm event in Manoa watershed. Instantaneous unit

hydrograph with Nash's method is applied to correlate the rainfall and runoff relationship. With

the similar idea of IUH, the instantaneous unit pollutograph is developed also to correlate the

water quality parameters as one of the response to the related storm event. The IUP is developed

based on some modification from the annual average estimation with PLOAD model. lUll with

Nash' method however, is not entirely black box model which means that we do know

something even though the input (rainfall) and output (stream flow) are available. The purely

black box method can be found in a traditional way of deriving the unit hydrograph.

The pollutograph essentially is a multiplication of the IUH and pollutant concentration

(washed oft) in the outlet of watershed. With the build up assumption at the dry period and

washed off at the storm event, the initial loading is estimated based on the number of the dry

days in a year. The total amount of pollutant wash off to the stream is estimated based on the

given stream flow, characteristics ofwatershed, land use coverage.

Geographic information system (GIS) tool is used in this research to do the spatial

analysis. Indirect process of GIS from the modeling system is applied to find some of the

watershed parameters and further the parameters are used to correlate the hydrograph

parameters. It is obvious from the computation that the GIS really help in the estimating the

spatial parameters such as area of contribution, the lag time of watershed, channel slope, and the

sub-basins. These parameters are used to construct synthetically the rainfall-runoff relationship

as well as computation of the potential loading from the each different land use coverage.
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The EPA BASINS (HSPF and PLOAD) model is supposed to be applied in this research

to simulate both water quality and stream flow. However, due to the data constraints and time

available, this research is only focused on the PLOAD application to estimate the annual average

pollutant load in Manoa watershed.

The BASINS model is one of the integrated system modeling to the GIS system and was

designed to be used in US mainland. With several modifications in the datum system and import

the appropriate GIS data format the BASINS is successfully applied in Hawaiian watershed,

although the HSPF was not successfully applied due to the data issues.

Furthermore, general basics equations for constructing the unit hydrograph for un-gauged

watershed are developed in this research. The preliminary application of the synthetic model for

a watershed in East Timor (Seical watershed) is given, although this is very rough estimation due

to the lack of the reliable physical data for the watershed. Ideally, this model should be used for

some historical event of rainfall in Secal watershed. Further the calibrations are required to

adjust some of the physical parameters to bring the observed data and simulate as close as

possible.

Instantaneous unit hydrograph and pollutants load

The IUH was developed for two watersheds on Oahu, which have rainfall-runoff data.

Waikele and Manoa watershed are selected to be used for the model development since the data

is available in these sites. This IUH is one of the linear system applications which simulate the

output (stream flow) with given the input (excess rainfall). IUH is the response function that

characterizes the system behavior. The system behavior is assumed to be constant and therefore,

can be used to predict any future event.
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It is important to point out here that this assumption is one of the weaknesses of the linear

system method since the system behavior might change due to many variations affecting the

watershed such as hydrological pattern change, land use change, and human influence.

Therefore, it is very important to maintain the continuous simulation for long term event with

other more sophisticate model. The general equations for both Waikele and Manoa watershed are

given in to following table.

Watershed lUll with Nash

1. Manoa

1 2 - 1
IUH =5193.33 (-) exp(-)

43 43

2. Waikele
IUH =6250 *(_1_)3 *exp(__1_)

81.73 81.73

The verification slow that the IUH is acceptable enough to represent the watershed behavior

Table rainfall runoff data at Manoa watershed at October 29 2000

time ER Q cal Observed
1:45 0.15 0 111
2:00 0.46 271.9714 161
2:15 767.5121 311
2:30 1218.343 341
2:45 1528.09 436
3:00 1684.5 1731
3:15 1711.336 1251
3:30 1643.353 811
3:45 1514.317 711
4:00 1352.146 600
4:15 1177.716 500



4:30 1005.375 453
4:45 844.1254 322
5:00 698.929 249
5:15 571.8793 200
5:30 463.1618 161
5:45 371.7852 134
6:00 296.1092 110
6:15 234.2076 95
6:30 184.1048 80
6:45 143.9196 74
7:00 111.9439 65
7:15 86.67804 56
7:30 66.83767 51
7:45 51.34404 44
8:00 39.30515 37
8:15 29.99288 34
8:30 22.81922 28
8:45 17.31376 26
9:00 13.10307 20
9:15 9.892854 17
9:30 7.452542 12
9:45 5.602514 9

10:00 4.203517 7
10:15 3.148072 6
10:30 2.353558 4
10:45 1.756692 2
11 :00 1.30917 1
11 :15 0 0

IUH verification for Manoa
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Water quality parameters that are simulated in this study are total suspended solid (TSS)

and total nitrogen since these are some of the very important water quality constituents due to

non-point source pollution (Novontny and Chesters, 1983). The TSS simulation for the storm

event can be seen in the model application section. However, this discussion will show the figure

so that the explanation becomes clear.

Loading graph (TSS) and discharge(Q)
180000 r---

L
-

d
.--

O
-----.
P-+- oa lng,
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~ 140000 -t---...----;------------
o
;- 120000 ~I---f..,.-\-------'r__-----------

o>< 100000 -hH--I-----',------------

a 80000 -+-+-\----------''------------~

60000 -+-+--+--------------

40000 -+-1',..-----\-------'.----------------,

20000 -t-F---------\,----------...-----------l

O-+----~...Ir+<l.............~.....,............- ....
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It is obvious from the table and figure that the first flush of the runoff has a tendency to

wash off more pollutant than the remaining flow. This situation has discussed in many standards

textbooks and has accepted that the first flush of runoff might produce greater pollutant load than

the second and remaining flow.

It is very important to verify this model to make sure the reliability of this model.

However, the historical data for the water quality in the area of study interest is not available.

Compare to IUH, the !UP reached the peak loading faster than peak flow in IUH. This

phenomenon was clearly explained in the earlier that the first flush of the storm event produces

more pollutant than the rest ofthe discharge.
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Synthetic method

Synthetic methods for developing the unit hydrograph are developed compared with the

instantaneous unit hydrograph to see how the conventional linear system (IUH) from historical

data differs from the synthetic method. If the synthetic method is acceptable enough to represent

the system, the method can be used to construct the unit hydrograph for the other ungauge

watershed.

In this research the GIS tool is used to calculate some of the spatial parameters that are

very important to synthesize the unit hydrograph. The combination of SCS method and

conceptual gamma distribution function area applied to construct the unit hydrograph. The

correlation gamma distribution parameters are obtained and the general equations are illustrated

in the following:

a =3.6976-0.000179*Y +1.96* Dd-O.0013*S

fJ = 2.677 + 0.136 *Y -150.34 *Dd - 0.57 *S

These two parameters (a and P) are the important parameters of gamma distribution

function and once these parameters are given, the unit hydrograph can be developed. Manoa

watershed is used to verify the synthetic method with the given historical data. The IUH for

Manoa watershed is developed and can be seen in the following:

Q=Qp (_t_)3694 exp(3.694 (1- _t_», the figure of this equation and compare with a
3.31 3.31

historical event is given.
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Synthetic and IUH for Manoa watershed
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Compared to the historical data, the synthetic method gives an acceptable result.

Therefore, the ungauge watershed can use the synthetic method to develop the linear system

model for the preliminary application. The equation that obtained from the synthetic methods are

more general so that can be used any watershed to predict the stream flow with given watershed

properties.

It is shown in this research that linear system can be applied to simulate both water

quantity that represent with IUH and water quality that represent with IUP. This model is

designed such as way to be easier and solvable with the limited data requirement. However, the

more sophisticated models such as HSPF model for long-term simulation can really give a more

detail information in the real time basins for supporting a decision-making.

The model and data are the two important issues that have to be taken into account in

building a modeling system. A set of data is required to run the model; therefore, it is reasonable

for some people argue that a model without data might be useless. On the other hand we do need

some historical data to construct our model. This research really experienced to the above issues.
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The historical data is needed to develop the so-called impulse response function in the linear

system; meanwhile the data also important as an input to the model to be run (both IUH and

synthetic unit hydrograph).

The linear system however, has several limitations that should always keep in mind in the

simulation purpose. It is proven in the model verification that the stream flow calculated has

some bias, compare to the observed data. This is one of the weaknesses of the linear system

which assumed the time invariance. In fact the hydrological pattern as well as the system

(watershed) might change in a certain degree. To compensate this limitation, it is advisable to

redefine the unit response function based on the change of the watershed properties. For instance,

the land use change will affect the hydrological variables, although it might only happen for the

long-term changing.

The other weakness of the linear system is the linear assumption, in fact watershed and

other variables interacted are not linear. The linear assumption is only an approximation.

Therefore, some bias and error are inevitable. However, the non-linear system is very

complicated system and somehow it is very difficult to solve or might take a long time to model

and solve the problem.

Regardless of the linear system limitation, it is a very useful tool in hydrological study.

For the preliminary investigation with the limited resource, time and scope, the application of the

simple model such as linear system can be a satisfactory enough to simulate the event.

Furthermore, the more detail work and application are need; the planner can apply the other more

complex and sophisticated model with considering to the time, resource and expertise as well.
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The further development of this research will on the application of the more detail models

such as HSPF. Observe data, especially water quality parameters are very important in the

further development study.



Appendixes

A. Computation of synthetic unit hydrograph with GIS approach
B. Stream flow data that was obtained from UGGS gauge station
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Appendix A

Computation of Synthetic unit hydrograph and IUD

The subject of study was about the five watersheds on the island of Oahu as can be seen the
following map

Fi"e watersheds for the area of study

_1Waimea
_ 2 Waikele
_3 Waiawa
04 Moanalua
_ 5 Kaneohe
_ a Manoa_palolo \

"'-

Figure AI. The area of interest study ofwatershed

N

The computation of constructing the unit hydrograph divided into two parts; one is called

using GIS to synthesize the unit hydrograph and the second is called the derivation of IUH with

the traditional method.
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GIS utilizing to synthesize the unit hydrograph

The SCS method of deriving the unit hydrograph is used in this study, since the flexibility

of study method to be adapted with new technology such as GIS tools. There are two major

steps of GIS processing that must be utilized to estimate several parameters for constructing the

unit hydrograph.

1. Digital elevation model (DEM) processing to estimate the stream network and its

properties

2. Topological overlay processing to estimate the runoff curve number (CN)

With estimation those parameters, the next step is using the parameters estimated to constructed

unit hydrograph.

1. The digital elevation model operation

DEM lOxlO m grid cell is used in this application since this type of size is widely

used in the watershed hydrology study due to the fact that 10m xl0 m can grid cell can

give a very good estimation with the acceptable accuracy. The DEM is available in the

US geological survey and is free, so that anyone can use for any particular application in

a certain research project.

DEM with the delineator tool that available in Arch View 3.2, five watersheds in

this study were delineated and the database in the GIS was imported to spreadsheet

application for further analysis. The following simple algorithms explain how the DEM

processing can take a place.
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Flow direction
Stream network
Channel slope
Outlet of the stream
Sub-watershed
etc

With Delineation tool in
I Arch ViewDEM I To generateI-- ....JI

1
Using this database to
estimate

1. average slope
2. The longest path
3. Drainage density

Import the entire
relational database to
the other computer

1+--------1 application for
computation

Used those watershed
properties to calculate the unit
hydrograph parameters

Figure A2. The simple schematic ofDEM processing

All the five focus interest of watershed have estimated as can be seen the following figures
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Figure A3. Waimea watershed with DEM processing

Waiekele Watershed
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Figure A4. Waikele Watershed with DEM process
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Waiawa Watershed
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Figure A5. Waiawa watershed with DEM processing

Moanalua Watershed
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Figure A6. Moanalua watershed with DEM processing
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Kaneohe Watershed
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Figure A7. Kaneohe watershed with DEM processing

The watershed parameters were estimated based the database that imported in the DEM

processing. The parameters have estimated as can be seen the tabulated table in the following.

Table AI. Watershed properties computed by DEM

Slope, Dd
no watershed L,m L, ft % m/mA 2
1 Kaneohe 4355.17 14289 3.35 0.002691
2 Moanalua 10349.63 33957.14 2.671 0.001745
3 Waiawa 15990 52463.19 2.1 0.001316
4 Waikele 31342.14 102833.6 1.931 0.000947
5 Waimea 26488.08 86907.39 3.04 0.00229

These stream properties are used to calculate the watershed parameter such as time lag,

time to peak and the peak discharge.

2. Topological overlay processing
The purpose of the overlay process is to combine two or more layer to obtain a

new layer that is a combination the original two layers. Unlike the manual overlay

process, this topological overlay process can also combine the database related to the

object in the layer. This is one of the advantageous of the topological overlay that makes

GIS so spatial.
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In this particular application, the hydrological soil layer is overlay on the land use

overage. With combination of two layers with each database as well, the curve number

can be obtained for the further unit hydrograph analysis. As can be seen the following

diagram that the process is very easy but the amazingly all the parameters such the area,

perimeters, can be calculated automatically by the software.

Land use coverage Waimea at Oahu

+

Hydrological soil group forWaimea at Oahu

W im_hsg.shp
14
84
93

=

+
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Curve number Waimea at Oahu

Figure A7. Topological overlay on the Waimea watershed

The land use coverage was obtained from the Sate ofHawaii's website and is free

for public used. While the soil type coverage was retrieved from the STATSGO database

by the US natural resource management system (previously SCS). The type of land use in

Oahu that affect the hydrological profile are urban land used, bare land, grass land, etc

can be seen in following table as has published in the State website

(http://www.hawaii.gov/dbedt/gis/data/lulc n83.text)

Table A2. DitTerent land coverage

ill number Land use covera~e

1 Urban or built-up land
2 Agriculture land
3 Rangeland
4 Forest land
5 Water/reservoir
6 Wetland
7 Barren land
8 Tundra
9
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Hydrological soil group that is used in this application is based on the classification that

was done by US SCS (now natural resource and environmental management) as can be seen in

the following table.

Table A3. Definition of hydrological soil group

Hydrolo~ical soil ~roup Soil group characteristics
Soil having high infiltration rates, even when thoroughly

A wetted and consisting chiefly of deep, well to excessively-
drained sands or gravel. This soils have a high rate of
water transmission
Soils having moderate infiltration rate when thoroughly

B wetted and consisting chiefly of moderately deep to deep,
moderately fine to moderately coarse texture. These type
of soils have a moderate rate of water transmission
Soils having slow infiltration rate when thoroughly wetted

C and consisting chiefly of soil with a layer that impedes
downward movement ofwater, or soil with moderately
fine to fine texture. This soil having the slow rate of water
transmission
Soils having very slow infiltration rates when thoroughly
wetted and consisting chiefly of clay soil with a high

D swelling potential, soil with a permanent high water table,
soil with a claypan or clay layer at or near the surface, and
shallow soils over nearly impervious material. These soils
have a very slow rate ofwater transmission

The land use categories associate with the curve number was also taken from the SCS

methodology and import to the relational database associate with the overlay processing. The

value of the curve number (CN) associate with different land is one ofthe key issues in this

topological overlay processing. The following table shows the relation between the land use and

curve number.

Table A4. Land Use Categories and Associated Curve Numbers

Description
Average %
Impervious

Curve Number by
Hydrologic Soil

Group

Typical Land Uses



A B C D

Residential (High Multi-family,
65 77 85 90 92 Apartments, Condos,

Density) Trailer Parks

Residential (Med. 30 57 72 81 86
Single-Family, Lot Size

Density) lf4 to 1 acre

Residential (Low 15 48 66 78 83
Single-Family, Lot Size I

Density) acre and Greater

Strip Commercial,
Commercial 85 89 92 94 95 Shopping Ctrs,

Convenience Stores

Industrial 72 81 88 91 93 Light Industrial, Schools,
Prisons, Treatment Plants

Gravel Parking, Quarries,
Disturbed/Transitional 5 76 85 89 91 Land Under

Development

Cultivated Land, Row
Agricultural 5 67 77 83 87 crops, Broadcast

Legumes

Parks, Golf Courses,
Open Land - Good 5 39 61 74 80 Greenways, Grazed

Pasture

Meadow 5 30 58 71 78 Hay Fields, Tall Grass,
Ungrazed Pasture

Woods (Thick Cover) 5 30 55 70 77 Forest Litter and Brush
adequately cover soil

Light Woods, Woods-
Woods (Thin Cover) 5 43 65 76 82 Grass combination, Tree

Farms

Impervious 95 98 98 98 98 Paved Parking, Shopping
Malls, Major Roadways

Water 100 100 100 100 100 Water Bodies, Lakes,
Ponds, Wetlands

With assigned these two database to the result ofthe topological overlay, the average

curve number can be computed with the following simple arithmetic formula.

128
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i=n

LCNi* Ai
CNav == i~1 i~n ' the computation was done and can be seen the following table

LAi
i~1

Table AS. Average curve number for five watersheds

Curve
No. Watershed Location number

1 Kaneohe Oahu 72.8
2 Moanalua Oahu 80.8
3 Waiawa Oahu 78.8
4 Waikele Oahu 76.9
5 Waimea Oahu 83.7

By using the curve number (CN) and stream properties such as channel slope, the longest

channel, slope, and the unit hydrograph parameters were computed.

3. Computation of Unit hydrograph parameters

Example of the computation was taken from the Waikele watershed that has several

characteristics.

Area (A) = 45.7 mile2 (29248 acres)

Average slope (Y) = 1.931%

The longest path (L) =102833.8 ft

Drainage density (Dd) = 0.000947 m/m2

Curve number (CN) =76.9, so S = 1000/CN-1O =3.0009

LOS(S +1)07
tl == 05 =6.7 hr, with using 1 in unit hydrograph, so the duration of the rainfall D =1 hr

1900*Y'

tp= D/2+tl = 7.2 hr

Qp __ 484* A
3072 cfs

tp
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tc= 1.7*tp-l = 11.24 hr

With given these three points, the simple triangle unit hydrograph can be constructed as

shows in the following diagram.

UH for Waikele

3500 Qp -

3000
/ \2500

/ \(II 2000 ,-- / \u
a 1500

/ \1000
/ \500 --

/ \0

0 5 Tlr e, hr 10 15

tp
I

Figure A8. A simple triangle unit hydrograph for Waikele watershed

With the same method of computation, the hydrograph parameters for all five watersheds

have calculated as can be seen in the following table.

Table A6. Basic unit hydrograph estimation

Watershed) Area (Acres) tl, hr tp, hr Qp(cfs) tc
Kaneohe 2803 2.33098 2.830977 748.8298 3.812661
Moanalua 5619 3.18095 3.680954 1154.461 5.257622
Waiawa 16896 5.40715 5.907148 2163.074 9.042151
Waikele 29248 6.70018 7.200179 3071.979 11.2403
Waimea 6266 5.74997 6.24997 758.1413 9.624949

These several basics unit hydrograph parameters are used to fit the smooth curve of unit

hydrograph with the gamma distribution function and estimate the value of a and p.

3. Fitting gamma distribution

Use Aron and White (1983) equation: with tp = a p
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C *A a+! C *A
Qp = v a =_v_<I>(a)

tpexp(a)r(a +1) tp

Where Cv A is the unit volume of runoff from a watershed with area A. The conversion

factor for Cv is 1.008 to make <1>(a) becomes dimensionless.

a =0.045 + 0.5¢; + 5.6¢;2 + 0.3¢;3

Collins shows that this can approximated reasonably well in the range 1< a<8

a =0.5¢; + 6.9¢;2

From those given parameters (Qp, tp), the value of a can be estimated as showing in the

following calculation.

For Waikele watershed:

Q *t 3072*72
¢;(a) = 'P 'P = . =0.75025, thus a= 3.6907 and ~ =1.948

CvA 1.008 * 29248

With the same method of computation, all the value of parameter a and ~ have calculated as

in the following table.

Table A7. Computation of a and P

No watershed Area (Acres) tp Qp <1>(0) Alpha beta
1 Kaneohe 2803 2.83098 748.8298 0.7503 3.696570007 0.765838866
2 Moanalua 5619 3.68095 1154.461 0.75027 3.696319076 0.995843248
3 Waiawa 16896 5.90715 2163.074 0.75025 3.696069311 1.598224288
4 Waikele 29248 7.20018 3071.979 0.75025 3.696069311 1.948063773
5 Waimea 6266 6.24997 758.1413 0.7502 3.695621383 1.691182373

5. Regression analysis

Regression analysis was done to correlate the watershed properties (slope, drainage

density, curve number) with the hydrograph parameters (a and ~).

a =f(Y, Dd, S)

~ = f(Y, Dd, S)
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a =Ao+AIY +A2Dd+A3S

P=Bo+BIY +B2Dd +B3S
Where A(O),A(l), ... and B(O), B(l), ... are the coefficient of regression that need to be

estimated. With the linear regression in statistical method, the equations were obtained:

Table AS. Coefficient of regression

a(O) = 3.697636394
a(1) = -0.000786257
a(2) = 1.945783086
a(3) = -0.001302945

b(O) = 2.676862372
b(1) = 0.136011624
b(2) = -150.3364095
b(3) = -0.569899791

Therefore, the general equations obtained are:

a =3.6976- 0.000179* Y +1.96* Dd - 0.0013* S

fJ =2.677 + 0.136 *Y -150.34 * Dd - 0.57 *S

Unit Hydrograph construction with this method can be seen in the following figure.

UH for Vllaikele w iIh gBrma distrbution filing

302010

3500

3000 +--~------------;

2500 +----f--a---~

oS 2000

d 1500 +--+-----\---------4

1000

500

o
o

Ume, hr

Figure A9. Synthetic unit hydrograph for Waikele Watershed
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6. Computation of instantaneous unit hydrograph (roB)

The IUH was constructed from the rainfall-runoff data. The watersheds that have rainfall-

runoff data are Waikele and Manoa. Therefore, the in the computation will focus on these two

watershed. The purpose of this computation is to compare some of the unique parameters in unit

hydrograph from traditional method to the synthetic method. Then, if the result is acceptable

enough, the synthetic method can be applied to any other ungauge watershed.

Manoa Watershed

Area (A) = 4.86 mile2

Curve number (CN) =72, S = 3.89

Slope (Y) = 4.42 %

Drainage density (Dd) = 0.001104

With the general equation:

a =3.694, ~ =0.895, and tp = 3.31 hr'

QP = 877.34 cfs

With using the gamma distribution function, the smooth unit hydrograph was developed as

follow.

t tQ = Qp (_)3694 exp(3.694 (1- -))
3.31 3.31

Table A.9 Tabulation of synthetic unit hydrograph for Manoa watershed

t t/tp Q
0 0 0
15 0.075529 1.91438
30 0.151057 18.74405
45 0.226586 63.41252
60 0.302115 138.8447
75 0.377644 239.522
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100 0.503525 435.4316
120 0.60423 588.6487
150 0.755287 768.2504
200 1.007049 877.2599
250 1.258812 789.2518
300 1.510574 610.6789
400 2.014099 275.1314
500 2.517623 97.66281
600 3.021148 29.81455
700 3.524673 8.202254

Synthetic unit hydrograph with Gamma function

1000

12001000800600400200

200+-7-----~----------~

800 +---.r.-~r---------------~

~ 600

a4oo+-~----7------------

time, min

Figure AlO. Synthetic unit hydrograph for Manoa watershed

IUD for Manoa watershed:

Historical data that was isolated for UH construction

Rainfall: February, 27 2004
Table A9. The isolated historical data for Manoa Watershed

Node time ER (in) Q

0 11:30 0 49
1 11:45 0.102 90
2 12:00 0.074 209
3 12:15 0.02 307
4 12:30 0.03 361
5 12:45 0.254 485
6 13:00 0.023 831
7 13:15 0 712
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8 13:30 0 660
9 13:45 0 506

10 14:00 0 455
11 14:15 0 400
12 14:30 0 360
13 14:45 0 320
14 15:00 0 285
15 15:15 0 250
16 15:30 0 225
17 15:45 0 200
18 16:00 0 170
19 16:15 0 160
20 16:30 0 145
21 16:45 0 125
22 17:00 0 100
23 17:15 0 85
24 17:30 0 75
25 17:45 0 60
26 18:00 0 50

Traditional VB

Traditional UH

--+-- Traditional UH

-...- Orect runoff

14:48 17:12 19:36
Real time

12:24

1800

1600

1400
1200

::t:
:J 1000..
o 800
a 600

400

200
o+------t F--,---------,-------"JI-'-'·\ ...---,

10:00

Figure A9. Unit hydrograph with traditional method

Total rainfall =0.503 in, with duration of rainfall 1 hour

The instantaneous unit hydrograph (IUB) derivation

With this historical record with Nash's method and theory of moment are applied to

derive the IUH as showing here. N (number of reservoir) =2 and k (storage coefficient) = 44 min.
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By using these two parameters, the IUH was constructed and tabulated in the following table and

figure.

Table AIO. Tabulation of Nash' method of deriving IUH

Node real time ER, in Q, cfs DR, cfs 1/(n-1)! *1/k (t/k)"N-1 exp(-t/k) U(O,t)
0 11 :30 0 49 0 0.000379 0 1 0
1 11 :45 0.102 90 41 0.000379 0.34111738 0.710975 1259.513
2 12:00 0.074 209 160 0.000379 0.68223476 0.505486 1790.965
3 12:15 0.02 307 258 0.000379 1.02335214 0.359388 1909.999
4 12:30 0.03 361 312 0.000379 1.36446953 0.255516 1810.616
5 12:45 0.254 485 436 0.000379 1.70558691 0.181666 1609.13
6 13:00 0.023 831 782 0.000379 2.04670429 0.12916 1372.862
7 13:15 0 712 663 0.000379 2.38782167 0.09183 1138.75
8 13:30 660 611 0.000379 2.72893905 0.065289 925.2835
9 13:45 506 457 0.000379 3.07005643 0.046419 740.0856

10 14:00 455 406 0.000379 3.41117382 0.033002 584.6474
11 14:15 400 351 0.000379 3.7522912 0.023464 457.2369
12 14:30 360 311 0.000379 4.09340858 0.016682 354.6374
13 14:45 320 271 0.000379 4.43452596 0.011861 273.15

14 15:00 285 236 0.000379 4.77564334 0.008433 209.1416
15 15:15 250 201 0.000379 5.11676072 0.005995 159.3156
16 15:30 225 176 0.000379 5.45787811 0.004263 120.8208
17 15:45 200 151 0.000379 5.79899549 0.003031 91.26939
18 16:00 170 121 0.000379 6.14011287 0.002155 68.70738
19 16:15 160 111 0.000379 6.48123025 0.001532 51.5631
20 16:30 145 96 0.000379 6.82234763 0.001089 38.58958
21 16:45 125 76 0.000379 7.16346501 0.000774 28.80806
22 17:00 100 51 0.000379 7.5045824 0.000551 21.45715
23 17:15 85 36 0.000379 7.84569978 0.000391 15.94894
24 17:30 75 26 0.000379 8.18681716 0.000278 11.83231
25 17:45 60 11 0.000379 8.52793454 0.000198 8.763006
26 18:00 50 1 0.000379 8.86905192 0.000141 6.479493
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IU H Nash method compare with the traditional
UH
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Figure AlO. IUH with Nash' method and conventional UH

The time to peak (tp) = 66 min and the peak flow (Qp) = 1741 *0.503 = 876 cfs

Comparison the IUD with the synthetic unit hydrograph

Several watershed parameters that characterize the watershed can be compare to see how

close or far the synthetic method from the IUH derivation. IUH derivation in this study can

consider as an observed data. By comparing these two different approaches, conclusion can be

made whether or not the synthetic unit hydrograph is acceptable enough to be applied to the

other ungauge watershed. Data tabulated in the following table are the comparing of observed

data and synthetic model.

Table All. Comparison of model and observed data

Qp Tp
Watershed Qpcal tp cal, hr Observed Observed
Waikele 3072 7.2 3800 5.6
Manoa 877.34 3.31 961 1.1
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Manoa Watershed

Synthetic and IUH for Manoa watershed
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Fig. A. 11 Comparison of synthetic unit hydrograph and IUH from real data for Manoa watershed

It is obvious from the curve that, the synthetic unit hydrograph with GIS approach is

acceptable enough to synthesize the unit hydrograph for ungauge watershed.
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DATA SOURCES

Most of the data that was used in this thesis is obtained from several federal agencies and it is

free.

1. UGSG for the stream flow data at Manoa and Waikele watershed. The DEM also

obtained from the USGS website. http://data.geocomm.com/dem/ and stream flow data

at: http://water.usgs.gov/

2. Land use coverage was obtained from the State Hawaii GIS program at

http://www.hawaii.gov/dbedt/gis/

3. Hydrological soil group data was obtained from STATSGO

http://www.ncgc.mcs.usda.gov/branch/5sb/products/statsgo/index.html
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